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Information for theatre costumers concerning outer garments
is very easy to find but information concerning underwear takes
much more effort.

The purpose of this thesis is to provide _a handy

reference to the active costume designer, describing

what was

worn at various times and how these garments changed through time.
The major sources of information are Willett and Phillis Cunnington,
The History of Underclothes; Elizabeth Ewing, Fashion in Underwear;
Milton Grass, The History of Hosiery: Robert Holliday, Unmentionables:

From Figleaves to Scanties, and Cecil Saint-Laurent, The

History of Ladies' Underwear.
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The introduction includes a discussion about the reasons
people wear underwear, a brief history of handweaving and handknitting, and some discussion about clothing fastenings.
The chapters following the introduction trace the development
of underwear from ancient times to 1918, describing what was worn
in each period and how it differed from the periods before and after
that.

The conclusion touches on important changes in fabrics and

attitudes after 1918.
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INTRODUCTION

Lingerie. Underwear. Nether garments. Undies. Smalls. We
have many names for these garments. We are told as children
always to wear clean ones lest we be embarrassed should we be in
an accident in which medical personnel will have to remove our
outer clothes to find that underneath we are not so tidy as we first
appear.

If we do not think about our underwear very frequently, we

speak of it even less so.

Nevertheless anyone can tell you that a

slipping bra strap or underpants with stretched out elastic can
make one extremely uncomfortable.

The state of our underclothes

directly affects the appearance of our outer garments, in fit,
silhouette, ease of movement and social comfort.
It is important for theatre costumers to be informed not only
about the typical silhouette, accessories, fabrics and decoration of
clothes of a particular period but also about what was worn
underneath.

While much information is available about

undergarments of various times, it is spread out among many books
and other sources.

This state of affairs can be very daunting to the

costumer who is already pressed for time and who might decide to
forgo further research.

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a

ready reference for the practicing costumer so that she or he may
find the needed information quickly and with as little pain as
possible.
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Most plays will not require the actors to appear in their
period underwear but what was worn makes a big difference in the
way a person could move and interact with others.

The soft folds

and pinning of a Greek himation made breathing easy but attention
was necessary to keep from exposing too much of what was
underneath.

Eighteenth century corsets and panniers meant that a

woman could not slump on to a couch but had to perch prettily on
the edge.

The stiff celluloid collars on many men's shirts in the

later part of the nineteenth century necessitated that the man keep
a certain posture to avoid strangulation.

As Willett and Phillis

Cunnington state
"... we cannot appreciate the significance of the outer
form unless we understand the nature of the supporting
garments underneath. The complete costume is a
combination of the two, producing, very often, a shape
singularly unlike that of the human body."1
It is particularly important for the designer to be aware of as
much historical information as possible because the more she
knows, the freer she will be to design clothes which look right,
move right and enhance the play.
For the purposes of this paper, the term underclothing or
underwear will include all articles of clothing which were
completely or mainly con-cealed from the spectator by external
clothes.
1 C.

This definition consequently includes men's shirts and

Willett and Phillis Cunnington, The History of
Underclothes (London: Michael Joseph, 1951 ), p. 11.
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women's chemises since, though they peak out at the neckline and
sometimes at the sleeves, are mostly concealed from view.

Though

many writers do not include hosiery or stockings in this definition,
legs have been hidden or mostly hidden for so much of history as to
justify their inclusion in this paper.
Milton Grass lists four reasons why people originally began
wearing clothes:

for protection from natural elements, the desire

for adornment, modesty, and superstition and magic (included here,
for example, are amulets).2

Modern people wear clothes for vanity,

glamour, style, fashion and comfort.

Anthropological research has

shown that protection from the weather is a matter of opinion:

-

while people in northern Europe have worn relatively heavy
clothing, those living at the southern extremities of South America
in a similar climate have typically worn few if any clothes.

Of all

the reasons, the most obvious one for the wearing of underclothes
would seem to be comfort since ideas of modesty have varied
greatly in different times and locations.
Whatever the reasons for chasing to wear particular clothing,
under-wear serves several functions.3
the cold.

First is protection from

Historically speaking, women have been reluctant to add

bulk to their torsos so most of their underwear has covered the

2Milton Grass, History
Publications, 1955), p. 8.
3Cunnington, p.14.

of Hosjery (New York: Fairchild
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lower extremities.

In contrast men have tended to emphasize the

torso and consequently added layers of clothing there.

The amount

deemed necessary for warmth has varied greatly.
Second, underwear functions to support the shape of one's
costume.

Historically women's silhouettes have varied much more

than men's.

This variation was mainly produced by underwear.

Rarely has the fashionable silhouette of either sex accurately
reflected the actual shape of the human body.
Third, underwear functions to maintain cleanliness,
protecting the skin from the outer garments and protecting the
outer garments from the skin.

Human attitudes toward cleanliness

have varied widely through the centuries.

Though the ancient

Egyptians, Greeks and especially the Romans were noted for their
cleanliness, people lost the urge to wash over the centuries so that
by the eighteenth century the most gorgeous and expensive
costumes were worn on smelly, filthy, lice-ridden bodies with
little notice.

Consequently, up until about World War I the notion

that any part of ·the skin coming in direct contact with a dress or
suit was abhorrent among the leisured classes no matter what their
personal grooming habits.4
The function of underwear that the modern mind may think of
first is the erotic function.

Revealing portions of underwear or

seeming to do so symbolizes undressing.

4Cunnington, p. 15

Wild colors and
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semitransparency are also revealing and promising.

For the most

part men have not used these particular attributes except in the
bright colors of pyjamas and dressing gowns.

In fact men have

never used provocative underwear until the 1970s.

The

fascination

of women's underwear particularly is based on concealment.
liberal a display shatters illusion.

Too

Interestingly, "respectable"

women began to wear attractive nightwear only after the
introduction of artificial means of birth control in the 1880s.
Lastly, underwear functions to indicate class distinction;
finer under-wear indicates culture as well as wealth.

Men have

used their underclothes to emphasize class distinction even more
than have women, especially by their shirts.

We only glimpsed the

shirt during the Tudor era through slashings of the jerkin or in the
18th century by unbuttoning the top of the waistcoat.

The quality

of the material, starched or frilled, was exposed to distinguish the
"gentleman" from the manual worker.

Clean white shirt-cuffs were

visible proof that the wearer had no occasion to soil his hands.
Even more conspicuous was the shirt-front of the evening dress
shirt.
Women have never displayed a part of an undergarment to
indicate social rank in quite the same manner.

However women

have used the size of their skirts supported by petticoats or hoops
to establish their rank.5

5Cunnington, p. 18.
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Underwear has existed since the first person put one garment
over another.

When did any of this clothing come into being? In

order to understand something about the significance of the amount
of clothing people have worn, it is necessary to understand the
history of textiles.

What follows is a thumbnail sketch of this

development.
The textile arts were invented in the Neolithic Era i 2,000-

i 5,000 years ago.
weaving.6

These include netting, wattling, basketry, and

Historians have decided that the probable steps in the

development of textiles are these:

the domestication of wild

animals from which people obtained animal fibers, felting of fibers,
spinning of fibers into yarn, domestication of wild flax, spinning of
vegetable fibres into yarn, plaiting of yarn into fabric, weaving of
yarn into fabric on a frame, and weaving of yarn into fabric on a
loom.?

These steps occurred at different times in different places

and some steps were introduced from one area into another rather
than being developed separately. We know the wool was the
principle fiber in Palestine, Assyria, Babylon, Syria, Greece, Italy
and Spain. Hemp was the number one fiber in northern Europe as
was flax in Egypt.

Cotton was first grown in India and silk was

first cultured in China.

We know from the Bible that the Hebrews

spun wool and linen for clothes, using camel and goat hair mostly
6Grass, p. "15.
7Grass, p. 27.
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for tent and sack cloth.

After leaving Egypt they adopted many

laws govening their day to day life.

One prohibited the use of wool

in certain places and at certain times.

There was also a ,prohibition

about mixing different fibers in one garment.

Hebrew law also

prescribed the "color of tunics worn by priests, as well as the cut
and kind of cloth to be used in the undergarments worn during the
services."8
Cotton is mentioned at the time of King Solomon circa 1000
BC.

Herodotus refers to "tree-wool" (cotton) cultivated in India as

does Pliny. (Germans still use the term "baum-wohl. ")

In 552 AD

two Nestorian monks smuggled silkworm eggs out of China for
Justinian, circumventing the ban on such exports by the Chinese.
Having worked in China for a long time they understood silk culture
which eventually spread to France and Spain.
Of these fibers, linen is the oldest used for undergarments
and since the time of George ("Beau") Brummel, has been a matter of
class.
inferior.

Cotton was in general use after 1660 but was socially
Woollen petticoats date back to the Middle Ages though

men did not wear wool underwear habitually until the late 1700s.
Silk has rarely been used except by the leisured classes until late
Victorian times.

8Grass, 50.

Artificial silk (in such fabrics as rayon and
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acetate polyester) were introduced in the 20th century.

Both silk

and artificial silk have been used mainly by women.9
This discussion of the history of fabrics is missing one
important aspect which is of particular interest the the underwear
historian, that is, mention of handknitting.

The vast majority of

outer clothes have been woven or possibly felted and just a very
few knitted.

However, knitting is much more important a

consideration when discussing underwear.

For centuries the only

knitted garments were underwear in the form of socks or hosiery.
Milton Grass differentiates between handweaving and
handknitting like this.

Handweaving is "the art of interlacing, at

right angles, two thread-like elements to make a fabric" while
handknitting is "the art of interlacing a single thread, in a series of
connected loops, by the use of a pair of needles, to make fabric."1 o
Weaving antedated knitting by thousands of years but archeologists
have found knitted woollen socks dating from circa 400-500 AD in
an Egyptian tomb. These were anklets divided at the big toe and had
a fitted heel cup.11

Handknitting was introduced to Europe by the

Arabs when they gained control of the Iberian Peninsula in 711-712
AD but while it continued in Arabian areas, it was not common

9Cunnington, p. 18
1OGrass, 104.
11 Grass, 107.
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elsewhere in Europe until the 13th century.

Knitted stockings were

subject to sumptuary laws in Germany, the first handknits being
made of cotton, linen or wool since knitted silk imported from
Spain or Italy was a great luxury. 12

\

Of special interest to the costumer designing and building
costumes for small theatres where detail is seen is the
development of fastenings for clothing.

Underwear was fastened

only by strings and ribbons until about 1650 when they began to be
replaced by buttons.

The first buttons were the "high-top" buttons

shaped like an acorn and made of cotton or silk threads closely
radiating from the centre.
century.

These survived to the nineteenth

Beginning in the eighteenth century "Dorset thread"

buttons were introduced.

These were flat buttons echoing the\

change in styles of metal buttons worn on outer clothing.

The

Dorset thread button was made of a brass wire ring with cotton
threads radiating from the center and was in use until around 1830.
The first example of a small mother-of-pearl button on underwear
is from 1827 with flat calico buttons coming in around 1840.
Studs for fastening shirts supplanted buttons when starching
of shirts was introduced.

This allowed shirts to be sent through a

mangle without ruining the closures.

Studs for closing the

neckband in the front appeared in the middle of the nineteenth
century.

Holes for cufflinks appeared in the 1820s.

12Grass, 112.

It is probable
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that women's riding habit shirts closed with ribbons rather than
studs.13
Snaps first appeared in the late 19th century.

Zippers were

introduced in the early twentieth century but did not become
practical until after World War I.
corsets.

They were particularly useful on

Hooks and eyes were seldom used on underwear until the

twentieth century, but there is at least one example seen on a shirt
C.

1567.
This history of underwear is organized chronologically.

Each

of the following chapters will include a brief survey of what was
worn and how it differed (if at all) from the previous period, some
sketches of undergarments, and a short list of plays for which the
information might be applicable.

13Cunnington, 19
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Ancient Egypt, Greece and Rome
The first evidence we have of fabric clothing dates from
about 3000 BC.

Sumerian terra cottas and bas relief show two

women, one in a loincloth and one in what appear to be briefs.14
Both seem to be made of sheepskin and fastened around the waist
with a padded belt.

These briefs were created by pulling the loose

ends of a loincloth between the thighs.

There is no mention made in

the early chapters of the Bible about loincloths and apparantly
underwear as we know it was not commonly worn during in the
times discussed there.
The ancient Eygptians wore only a waist-string (as
illustrated in statues) which was later superceded by the
phallustache or genital covering suspended from the waiststring.15
This can be compared to what is worn in certain primitive societies
which exist even today in remote parts of South America and New
Guina.

Later the Egyptians developed the loincloth.

was not yet underwear but outerwear.

As such, this

Clothes were a matter of

rank and power rather than modesty or protection.

The first outer

14 Cecil St. Laurant, The History of Ladies' Underwear (London:
Michael Joseph, 1968), p. 8.
15Grass, p. 58.
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clothes were drapes of uncut fabric under which a loin cloth was
worn.

The higher a person's status, the more clothes that person

wore.

Slaves and servants wore only the loincloth or went naked.1 6

In any case, the loincloth was not underwear as we know it, there
being no distinction between outerwear and underwear or, for that
matter, between men and women's clothes.17 Underwear was not a
matter of hygiene or protection from the cold but purely a matter of
social status.

Clothes were usually transparent so underlayers

were clearly visible.

The idea of an undergarment viewed by a

priveleged few and covered by other clothes in public was not yet in
existence. 1B

Cecil St. Laurent states that Eygptian women who felt

cold wrapped their thighs and held those coverings in place by a
type of suspender belt which did not cover the crotch.19
The Aztecs of the 16th century (when Spanish contact was
made) wore similar garments to those of the ancient Egyptians.
Men wore a loincloth around the waist and between the legs plus a

16 Ewing, Elizabeth, Fashion in Underwear (London:
Ltd., 1971 ), p. 12.

Batsford

17Ewing, p. 12
18St. Laurent, p. 13.
19St. Laurent., p. 14. Note that I will use the British names
for pieces of underwear in order to keep them straight. American
and British usage is frequently at odds. The British vest is the
American undershirt and the suspender belt is the American
garter belt.
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reg.tangular piece of material tied on one shoulder.

Women did not

wear the loincloth but only a skirt leaving the upper half of the
body bare.

Occasionally they wore a bodice or short cape but no

underwear.20
Chronologically between the Egyptians and Greek cultures lies
the culture of Crete, circa 2000 BC.

Both the Egyptians and the

classic Greeks wore drapery but the Cretan society shows us the
first recorded corset and crinoline as seen on statues of the Cretan
snake goddess.

The skirt worn is wide and rounded.

"It flared out

over hoops of rush and metal, and had additional flounces over the
top. "21

These hoops are the apparently the first under-garments

worn only by women.

Historically it seems that every time women

widen the lower part of their bodies, they draw in the upper part
and whittle in their waists and this was the case in Crete.

The

Cretan corset was laced and opened wide in front, leaving the
breasts bare.

This silhouette reflected the curving lines and bright

colors found in all their art.
Greek men and women wore the chiton either knee-length or
full-length.

This was draped around the body and over one or both

shoulders or held in place by brooches or pins.
band crossed the chest.
many colors.

Sometimes a belt or

The chiton of fine linen or wool came in

It was delicately pleated to suggest the female form

20St. Laurent, p. 49-50.
21 St. Laurent, p. 15.

4lh c. AD
Sic.ilia,-,

E';l'/ pti o.n
/oinclotJ,

mosaic,
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rather than to outline it.

It fastened on the shoulders with clasps

and covered the upper arms but was open down both sides though in
later times it was sewn up.

Greek notions of modesty did not

preclude catching sight of a Woman's thighs or buttocks or breasts
as she moved.

She undressed publicly to bathe in the city fountains

or for religous festivals but did not do so gratuitously.

Clothing

here was an indication of civilization apart from barbarians rather
than of matter of modesty.22
sexual characteristics:

The Greeks purposely de-emphasized

note that both sexes wore similar

garments.
No apparant undergarments were used to draw in or curve out
the figure.

Greek female statues show no trace of undergarments

but literary sources tell of a band of linen or kid bound around the
waist and lower torso to shape and control it.

This was called the

zona or girdle and was mentioned in the Odyssey and !Iliad and by
Herodotus.

Holliday says that the zona was a woolen band which

wrapped and flattened the stomach.23
Ewing notes that the aspodesmos (meaning breast-band) is
mentioned in Aristophanes and Lucian.

St. Laurent describes this as

narrow bands of material wrapped beneath and around the breasts
to support them.

As these developed into narrower bands they were

22St. Laurent, p. 19.
23Holliday, Robert Cortes. Unmentionables: From Fiqleaves
to Scanties (New York: Ray Long & Richard Smith, 1933), p. 54.
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called mastodetons.

We can give the Greeks credit for introducing

the corset and brassiere to the European continent in the form of
zona and mastodetons .
The Greek maiden wore a third band--a woolen sash--which
was a symbolic girdle of virginity and probably made from the wool
of a spotless sheep. It may have been worn under or over the outer
garments.

It was tied in a Herculean knot and was untied by her

husband in their wedding night.24
The Hellenic Greeks wore sewn tunics not requiring pins
(fibulae) and their himations were longer and fuller.
undertunics were the precursors of the chemise.

These new

Women continued

to wear bands around their breasts and hips.25
Hesiod wrote about piloi or sock-like inner foot coverings
worn by farmers in the eighth century BC.

This is the first generic

word describing the idea of sock or stocking.

It comes from pilos

which originally meant felt.2 6
Grass says that the wardrobe of ancient Romans was limited
largely to a loin-cloth, a tunic, a toga, and a mantle.

From the third

century BC to the end of the empire, underwear kept increasing in
number and became more complicated.

24Holliday, p. 55.
25St. Laurent, p. 28.
26Grass, 73.

Respectable women swathed
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themselves in layers while courtesans wore short, often
transparent tunics.

Under these tunics young girls wore bands

called fascia intended to arrest the growth of their breasts.

The

Greek apodesme was succeeded by taenia or mamillare. These were
made of leather and intended to flatten and conceal the breasts,
maybe in order to make the woman's body less appealing and
distracting to young men.

Eventually the mamillare was worn only

by the overendowed.27
The mamillare gave way to the strophium, a kind of scarf
wrapped around the breasts to support them without suppressing
them.

Since pockets were unknown in Rome, women frequently used

the stophium for that purpose.
real girdle around the hips.

The Greek zona lengthened to form a

An alternative garment called a cestus

enveloped the body from breasts to groin.

Holliday also mentions

the castala, "a kind of corset that held up the bosom."28

St. Laurent

says that the Romans were the first to give underwear an erotic
appeal.
In the first century AD the Roman women adopted the
subligaculum which enclosed the lower belly.
bikini bottoms.

It resembled modern

It was originally worn for sports rather than nudity

but was adopted by actresses, children, courtesans, and matrons

27St. Laurent, p. 34
2BHolliday, p. 65.
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alike. 29 This subligaculum was a piece of cloth which had one end
fastened around the waist and the other went between the legs.
Sometimes it was longer like drawers, covering the thighs and
fastened with garters.

By the third century Roman women wore an

undertunic (subcula) next to the skin, a stola or underskirt, and
palla fastened by brooches on the shoulders.
Note the Greek and Roman awareness of nudity under their
outer garments.

They were "threatened by semitic puritanism

which discredited the joys of the flesh under the banner of
Christianity" and by barbarians who wore close fitting clothes for
practical reasons.30
The Romans considered breeches (called braccae) to be
barbaric. They were worn by conquered peoples all around Rome.
The Medes and Persians wore them and as early as 600 BC so did the
Parthians and Phrygians. Statuary of barbarian peoples in Rome all
show braccae draped loosely around the leg.
linen as well as of leather.

These were made of

Those of the Persians were brocaded.

Barbarians in the west wore rough wool and often used leg-bindings
to wrap the breeches tightly around the leg.31 By the end of the
second century braccae were adopted by Roman soldiers fighting the

29St. Laurent, p. 45.
30St. Laurent, p. 44.
31Grass, 61.
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Teutons, Franks, Belgae, and Gauls.

Eventually they were no longer

considered a mark of effeminacy or worn just by the sick or aged.
By the Edict of Diocletian in 303 AD, wealthy households had
vestiarii and braccario (breeches makers).32

In later years women

wore both draped and fitted clothes until the Middle Ages when they
relinquished fitted underwear.33
In the second century AD we have reference to the udo which
covered the foot and shinbone.

It was cut and sewn by a tailor.

By

the third or fourth century it had become full-length, cut and sewn
and was common in the Roman empire.

Between the fourth and fifth

centuries, Christian clergy adopted udones as part of liturgical
dress.

At first they were made of white linen, later of silk.

Udones

were pulled on over the foot, extended above the knee and fitted the
contour of the foot, calf and leg--all the requirements of a
stocking.34
Aside from the bracchae, we know little of what the pagans
wore.

The Saxons who took over Britain in the fifth century " ..

sometimes wore a mantle over a linen or woolen shirt or tunic.
tunic reached almost to the knee.

The

Under the tunic they wore either

short, loose 'drawers' which extended half-way down the thigh or

32Grass, p. 61 .
33St. Laurent, p. 49.
34Grass, p. 82.
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long, tightly fitting 'drawers' which reached to the top of the
foot. "35 They also wore socca made of cloth or leather.

These were

worn instead of leg binding or in addition to and over the leg
binding.
In the eighth century we find mention of the kyrtle. It seems
to be an inner garment in Anglo-Norman times.

Apparantly it was

made in various colors of linen but was commonly white--another
forerunner of the chemise.

Etheldrida, Abbess of Ely, never wore

linen but only wool, including next to the skin.

Since wearing wool

next to the skin was enjoined as a penance, linen is assumed to be
the preferred material.

35Grass, p. 90.
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MIDDLE AGES

With the beginning of the Middle Ages and the move of the
Roman capital to Constantinople in the fourth century AD comes the
first significant change in the undergarments of the West.

This

change came as a result of influence from the east in the form of
trousers worn mainly as a woman's garment.

These were worn

under tunics of varying lengths and were a precursor of all two
legged garments, both outer and under. Though men had begun
adopting legged garments after exposure the the barbarians of the
west, only now were women seen to wear them.

Illuminated

manuscripts from the Middle Ages give a regular record of both
sexes wearing loose tunics and cloaks though the men are
sometimes shown wearing trousers.36

Men's shirts and women's

shifts both derive from these tunics just as the early trousers gave
rise to underpants and women's drawers as well as pants.

Note that

both these items of outerwear later became underwear.
By the mid-fourteenth century the fitted, tightly waisted
fashion had come to stay.
to the body.
silhouettes.

Both men and women shaped their clothes

Their undergarments aided the changing fashionable
Women usually wore two gowns, an outer one brightly

36Ewing, p. 17.
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colored and slashed open at the sides called a bliaud and an
underdress of lighter material called a chainse, usually of linen.
Note that the undergarment was worn only by artistocrats until the
time of Charlemagne.

The only other undergarment was a band tied

on to the underskirt to support the breasts.37

Women wore nothing

like drawers.
During this time the Church held that the body was sinful and
consequently underwear was rather shameful.

Appearing in one's

underclothes in public was a form of self-abasement for pilgrims
and a form of humiliation for conquered peoples.

People doing

penance in church or on pilgrimages indicated their humility or
shame by appearing in only their shirts or smocks (Saxon for
chemise).

Hairshirts came into common use as penance.

Little importance was attached to underwear in this period.
Warmth was maintained by adding additional layers of outer
clothing.

Linen was the most common fabric among the upper

classes and their underwear was used mainly to protect the skin
from harsh outer garments and to protect those garments from body
dirt.

(Cotton was not imported seriously until c. 1430.)3 B
The man's shirt has preserved its original name the longest of

any undergarment and has also maintained its essential design and
masculinity.

Until the mid-nineteenth century it was always worn

37St. Laurent, p. 57.
3BCunnington, p. 21
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next to the skin.

The Shirt tail length varied greatly; its width

increased toward the tail so that it hung in folds.

The front and

back were joined at a seam across the shoulders and it was
occasionally gathered at the neck.
were introduced.
cut straight.

During this period side vents

Sleeves were somewhat full, without cuffs and

The neckband appeared in the 14th century.

the wristbands were frequently embroidered in colors.
was usually fastened by tying at the neck.

This and
The shirt

(Buttons were invented

about this time but were not used on underwear until the 17th
century.)

The shirt was normally made of wool, linen, hemp or

occasionally silk.

Cunnington notes that in the fifteenth century

there is mention of a "cloth shirt" sometimes worn between the
shirt and doublet but does not elaborate.39
At this time the Saxon words braies or breches were used
synonymously to indicate drawers.

The Saxon braies were often

brightly colored and became underwear only in the middle of the
twelfth century when they were concealed by the Norman tunic, a
long and bulky outer garment.

They lost their color thereafter.

As

the braies became underwear the seat became fuller and the center
slit disappeared.

The legs became shorter and stockings were

pulled over them and attached by cords to the braie girdle which
emerged at intervals from the waist hem of the braies.
keys could be hung inside.

39Cunnington, p. 25.
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varied but they tended to get shorter with wider legs, a full seat,
and no waistband, just a tubular hem with a cord threaded through
it.

Sometimes there were two cords attached to the girdle through

eyelets to tie up longer legs.

In the fourteenth century the drawers

became shorter still and the shirt was no longer tucked into them.
After 1340 trousers became very snug.
midthigh or higher.

Braies came only to

Hose were no longer attached to a girdle but by

points to the gipon, an overgarment like a close fitting waistcoat.
These shorter braies were tighter and required a slit as the leg
hem.

By the early 15th century the braies were little more than a

loin cloth gathered at the front by a cord.

By the close of the Middle

Ages, the braies worn by the fashionable were much like modern
swimming trunks.

Of course the peasants were slow to change and

continued to wear the fuller, longer braies.40
In men's clothing, we note that while the Ancient Greeks and
Romans went barelegged, the Normans developed chausses or hose
to cover the entire leg.

Between the eleventh and fourteenth

centuries, men's robes disappeared under the influence of the
Crusades, shortening the outer tunic and binding it close to the body
with a belt.

Tight fitting garments replaced the classic or loose-

flowing garments worn for 10 centuries.41

"A waistband and a

short flared skirt were added and this garment ... was worn over
40Cunnington, p. 30.
41 Grass, p. 92.
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short breeches."

William Rufus (second son of William the

Conquerer) wore hosae of "say", a twilled worsted cloth fabric.
There is an indication that they were cut and sewn rather than held
by leg bindings.42

These "hoses of cloth" or chausses were long

stockings cut by a tailor from a piece of cloth, fitted to the leg and
foot and seamed up the back. They were highly colored and made of
silk, wool or linen.43
Eventually the short breeches were eliminated and long
stockings extended to reach up to the crotch.

To hold them in

position, feet were attached at the bottom and eyelet holes were
pierced at the top edge.

They were attached to the inside of the

skirt of the short jacket by laces or strings called "points."

These

points were often ornamented with a metal tag or pendant and were
sometimes made of gold or were enameled.44
After about 1346 "skin-tights" were introduced.

These were

a combination of long hose and short breeches covering the hips and
reaching down to the toes. They served the purpose of trousers.
They showed every muscle and tendon in the legs and buttocks.
They were made in many different combinations of colors, stripes
and geometric patterns as tailors sewed different fabrics together.

42Grass, p. 93.
43Grass, p. 92.
44Grass, p. 94.
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They could also be pied with different color shoes and different
colored jackets.
St. Laurent states that the medieval woman wore small bands
to support and contain her breasts and that these were worn over
the chainse or smock though Cunnington believes that the smock
(Saxon name for chemise) was the only known women's
undergarment.

This was worn next to the skin.

head and had a wide neckline.

It slipped over the

In the eleventh to thirteenth

centuries it was ankle length and had straight sleeves.
pleated and embroidered at hem and collar.

It was often

(Note that at this time

a "chemise" was a tabard worn over armor by the Crusaders and
other soldiers, the term later being used for the undergarment.)
The smock was made of fine linen, hemp, silk, or chainsil (a silk
mixture).

At this time yellow, gold and cream colored transparent

materials were popular, especially for chemises.

Apparantly these

were attractive to men because they approached nudity and hence
had an erotic value.45
In the twelfth century women's dresses drew in around the
body by means of lacing at the back, sides or front so that they
became tighter fitting and waisted.

These were not yet cut to form

a waist and there was no separation of bodice and skirt--no buttons
or other fastenings.

There is evidence that the smock sometimes

was very thin or even transparent.

45St. Laurent, p. 72.

At the same time sides of the
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outer garment were slashed to correspond to inner slashing where
bare skin was revealed.46

The slashings in the outer garments were

called "windows of hell."
Holliday cites the appearance of the cotte in France in the
twelfth century.

This fitted smock was worn with a girdle over an

inner tunic or shorter chemise.

Over the cotte went the surcot

which was held up to reveal the cotte underneath.

After about 1340

dresses became more formfitting and had tighter sleeves.

Under

the tight elongated bodice, in addition to voluminous shift or smock
the cotte became

a stiffened linen underbodice.

The cotte became

increasingly figure defining and rigid by using paste as a stiffener
between layers of linen.47
There is a prototype of the corset shown in a twelfth century
manu-script in the British Museum .
. . . one of these shows the Devil, represented as a
woman, as monastic illustrators were fond of doing. The
figure, which has a human form but a grotesque,
malevolent, birdlike head, outspread wings and webbed
feet, wears a tightfitting bodice extending from the
shoulders to below the waist and closely laced up in the
front, with a dangling lace falling below it almost to the
ground. There is a strange tulip-shaped skirt, so long
that it is knotted up in a big loop.48

46Cunnington, p. 32
47Ewing, p. 22
48Ewing, p. 18
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Despite this suggestion of tight lacing, we have no reliable
evidence that women wore corsetry until the late 14th century.
In the fifteenth century the cotte became know as a "body" or
"pair of bodys", being made of two pieces fastened front and back.
These left the breasts bare and hollowed the small of the back to
emphasize the stomach.
Women's dresses grew longer and made the stomach the most
obvious sexual chara~teristic.
both convex and concave.

Clothes emphasized all the curves

At times the hollow of the navel was

discernible through the cloth.

The smock sometimes had small

pockets filled with wadding that widened the hips and emphasized
the lower parts of the body.

These pads were meant to deceive, to

create an impression not corres-ponding to reality but to suggest
that a woman would look the same undressed. These deceptive
undergarments were meant to be unnoticed themselves and to make
the artificial seem real.49

In addition to the bodys or stays, women

also wore something like a bustle.

In 1343 a monk in Glastonbury

deplored women's putting foxtails under their dresses to emphasize
parts of their anatomy.5 o
The waist appeared circa1350 when people began cutting
clothes to fit the body.
49St. Laurent, p. 68.
50Cunnington, p. 33.

Dresses were cut with long, closefitting
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bodices and separately cut full skirts joined at the hips.

The "body"

emphasized the waist.
It is probable that women wore hosae or soccae in the Saxon
period but we have no real evidence until after 1306.

There is then

an illuminated manuscript showing a lady putting on what are
obviously stockings, not leg wrappings.51

Women's hose were held

up above the knees with garters which tied around the leg.
Cunnington notes that it is frequently stated that no one
habitually wore nightclothes in the Middle Ages but there are
existing illustrations showing the contrary.

Some references

indicate that it was unusual but not unknown.52

St. Laurent notes

that the Greeks had worn their tunics to bed and if they wore two,
one was slept in.

The Romans were the first to separate sleeping

tunics from day tunics.

His explanation for the fact that people

slept nude for most of the eleventh through fifteenth centuries is
that nightclothes disappeared with the rising emphasis on sexual
differences.53

Remember that the moral significance of men's and

women's garments had reached a point where Joan of Arc could be
prosecuted for wearing men's garments.

51Grass, p. 96.
52Cunnington, p. 23.
53St. Laurent, p. 63

St. Laurent says that in the
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Middle Ages the term "to wear a nightshift" was significant since
"to sleep naked" meant to make love.
As a brief footnote to this period, Holliday notices that the
romances of chivalry refer to women's bathing as still being a
common custom.

Miniatures from this period show people bathing

frequently enough to indicate it was a group activity.
Holliday also has an intriguing and frustrating discussion of
chastity belts.54

He gives two pictures and little information.

54Holliday, p. 94ff.
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THE RENAISSANCE
1453-1625

The most commonly suggested beginning date of the
Renaissance is the fall of Constantinople in 1453.
this period was progress.

The byword of

People of the Renaissance rejected the

old, whether it had to do with art, philosophy or clothing.

In many

ways the Renaissance was preoccupied with artifice and the need to
produce a new, modern art.
the break with the past.

There was a strong consciousness of

For instance, artists no longer were

comfortable with portraying Biblical figures in contemporary dress
and sought classical forms.
St. Laurant states that the Renaissance was time of sexual
confusion.

Women were claiming equality and if they had enough

money, were as free as men to know and learn Greek or law, to rule
countries, shoot a crossbow, write poetry, ride, hunt and fornicate
all over the place.

The height of the Renaissance lasted only about

100 years and by the end of the sixteenth century men reasserted
their dominance.
In this period underwear became more than just another layer
of clothing for warmth but something to assist the silhouette.
Women's growing skirts required petticoats and later farthingales
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to support them.

The farthingale is a creative not a deceptive

undergarment, being absolutely unnatural.
There was the claim that the farthingale and drawers were an
attempt to protect a woman against unsolicited caresses though the
opposite is true.

More likely it was a result of the Renaissance

wish to display opulent fabric, to wear one's wealth.55

Men's shirts

appeared through slashed sleeves and neck ruffles to indicate each
man's rank.
An excessively small waist must have been produced by a pair
of bodys or stays in both men and women, a sign once again not so
much of attractiveness but of social superiority.

Diatribes against

excess in outer garments and underwear were ignored.

Clothes

became a means of showing rank much more than having any erotic
appeal.

Holliday lists the undegarments of the typical sixteenth

century French woman as stockings and garters, slippers, chemise,
"vasquine of rich silk camlet" (her corset), her "vertugade of white,
red, salmon colour or gray silk" (her farthingale) and then the
"cotte, in silver tissue, embroidered in fine gold needlework."56
At this time artificial perfumes became more important than
ever because bathing had all but disappeared.57

55St. Laurent, p. 87
56Holliday, p. 101.
57Holliday, p. 104.

The chemise and
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other undergarments were often heavily perfumed, a necessity to
counteract the unwashed bodies as well as the laundry methods
themselves.

In earlier times laundresses used mud or dung for

scouring and some complained about the smell. Washing was done
in tubs with wood ash and sweet herbs as scouring agents.58
Beginning around 1485 men's shirts, hitherto just a lining
garment,

were exposed by slashing in the outer sleeves, a

technique which revealed the quality of the shirt.
simulated this exposure.

Later a lining

Ruffling at the neckline of the shirt

eventually became the ruff.

Shirts were usually of cambric or

holland, cut very full with low necks until about 1510.

Material

was finely gathered into a narrow band, often cut square and large
enough to go over the head. Sleeves were also full and gathered on
to a narrow band which was frequently embroidered with gold,
black, or most popularly, red.

After about 1550, this embroidery

was replaced with cutwork and lace. In the early 1500s

the shirt

was generally a very masculine style, having a low cut horizontal
neckline which exposed the top of the chest and emphasized the
breadth of the shoulders.

Gradually the neckline rose and

constricted to become a new symbol of gentility.
Until about 1545 the shirt was largely exposed to view when
the doublet was open to the waist.

The shirt showed above a low-

necked doublet and below one cut short.

58Cunnington, p. 47.

Around 151 0 a small frill
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was added to the neckline.

After 1525 the neckline was cut high

and finished with a broad band fitting close to the neck.

The front

opening was fastened with string ties or occasionally buttons.

This

band was edged with a small turned-down collar which eventually
developed into a "falling band" of "fall," the ancestor of the ruff.
The upright neckband increased in height as the period advanced.
Frills were added to the wristbands of shirts with ruffs.

Turned

back cuffs were worn with falling bands and sometimes with ruffs.
This turned down collar had many variations.

It was usually

attached to the shirt and very high when it was turned over the high
collar of the doublet but low and wide over the shoulders when the
doublet became collarless in the early 1600s.
At this time the standing band or whisk was popular.

This

was supported on a wire frame (an "upper-propper" or
"supportasse").

"... It fitted close around the neck, and had a

straight horizontal edge in front, spread out fanwise round the back
of the head" and fastened with band strings.

Both the falling and

standing bands were edged with broad lace.
Ruffs developed into a goffered (pleated) collar open in front
and by 1580 were immense and usually separate from the shirt.
They were made of cambric, holland, lawn and any fine cloth, often
embroidered with silk and edged with lace.

During the reign of
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Elizabeth I English ruffs began to be stiffened with starch and
colored, yellow being the most popular color.59
Under the doublet was the waistcoat which was only seen
when the gentleman was en dishabille.

It was waistlength, with or

without sleeves and usually quilted or bombasted (padded).
slipped over the head and often had pockets.

It

The waistcoat was

frequently made of velvet, silk or linen and often fancily
embroidered.
At this time men's drawers corresponded to modern pants and
were called trousers or stossers.

They were either knee or ankle

length, cut on the cross to give a close fit and were made of linen.
We have no definite evidence that men in the late Elizabethan
and Jacobean periods used corsets though there are some allusions
to them.

Holliday states that during the reign of Henri Ill men wore

corsets to affect small waists.

These were similar to corsets as

we know them--stiff with whalebone and laced with strings.SO
When men returned from the Crusades and quit wearing long
robes, their legs and hose were revealed.

By the end of the 15th

century these were "long hose, tight below the knee, and became
slightly puffed above" and were particolored.61

59Cunnington, 36-39.
source.

All shirt information is from this

60Cunnington, p.43; Holliday, p. 116.
61 Holliday, p. 105.

During the early
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15th century we find complaints about men's tights and their
codpieces.

The braqetto or codpiece began as a necessity for access

but became exaggerated in size, puffed and slashed and ornamented.
It was introduced into England after 1485.62
By the first half of the sixteenth centu~y the haut de chausse
(top of the hose) had become trunk-hose and the bas de chausse
were again separate stockings.
the knee breeches.

The codpiece remained as part of

"Tights" became part of the costume for

servants and jesters and by 1700 had almost disappeared.

During

the sixteenth century these "nether-stocks" were made of woven
cloth of silk, cotton, linen or wool woven in taffeta, satin or even
velvet and cut by tailors to fit the leg and thigh.

They were short

or long depending on the length of the breeches. They might be
puffed and slashed or embroidered at the top or around the ankles.
Until 1550 they were of different colors.

After 1550 the hose

tended to match the breeches in color as multicolors and designs
were no longer in style.63
Henry VIII got the first pair of knitted silk hose in England.
Elizabeth loved them too.

The popularity of handknitting was

spreading all over Europe and fabric hose gradually disappeared
among the well to do.

62Grass, p. 98.
63Grass, p. 99-100.
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From 1485-1625 we assume nightshirts were similar to day
shirts.

Men usually wore nightcaps.
In the fourteenth century the shift or smock was the basic

piece of women's underwear.

It was loose, wide, long-sleeved and

ankle-length and made of cotton or linen, occasionally of silk.64
The term chemise was becoming the more common one for this
undergarment.

It was similar to a man's shirt with a collar

developing and eventually appearing over the top of the gown.
With a square-cut deep decolletage, a woman wore a lownecked chemise with very little of it showing.

Sometimes the bare

space was covered with a "chemisette" or "fill-in" but not a high
necked chemise.

The chemise was also revealed through slashing

and at the neck and wrists.
holland but occasionally silk.

It was usually made of cambric or
The unfashionable wore lockeram, a

coarse linen.65 The poor wore "hempen smocks." Since the sleeves
of gowns were slit and the skirts drawn back to reveal the chemise,
some had garments made of linen only in the parts visible to the
public and the rest made of wooJ.66
The ruff which derived from the exposed lace of the shirt or
chemise was made possible in 1564 when Madame Dingham Vander

64Ewing, p. 24.
65Cunnington, p. 45.
66Holliday, p. 86.
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Plasse introduced starch into England.

This was made of wheat

flour, bran and other grains and sometimes roots.
colors and hues:

It came in all

white, red, blue, purple, etc.67

Women's waistcoats resembled men's and also slipped over
the head.
linen.

They were made of flannel, velvet, damask, sarcenet and

They were usually richly decorated.
Early on a woman wore a narrow bodice with a cotte or body

underneath but over the smock and her skirts held out with
petticoats.

Her skirts were held up or pulled back to reveal rich

petticoats, the number worn and the richness or which were a
status symbol.

These were made of wool, linen or cotton and were

often colored.68

This trend continued into Tudor times.

As the Elizabethan fashion for very stiff elongated bodices
developed, the "front of the bodice extended to a point as low as
was compatible with sitting down.69

Consequently the body

became more severe to give the fashionable tubelike straightness
of the bodice. The body was sometimes made of leather and
whalebone and encased the body from bust to hips, hiding the soft
rounded line of the bust.
reinforced with whalebone.

67Ewing, p. 31.
68Ewing, p. 25
69Ewing, p. 29.

During the sixteenth century the body was
It' became the usual foundation for
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"increasingly rigid, elongated outer bodices."

This form of body

kept bodices geometrically straight and made the fashionable
bodice possible.

Sometimes whalebone was sewn into an outer

garment made of an appropriately rich fabric, though this type of
body was not universally worn by early Elizabethan women.

In the

late sixteenth century increasingly stiffened bodices were worn,
usually under a dress but over the smock, sometimes as part of the
dress.
\

This body was a stiffened linen bodice with whalebone or

steel for extra rigidity, sometimes padded with wool.
Sometimes the bodice was laced over a stomacher that came
down to a peak at the bottom. The stomacher was common to both
sexes, but on the male it was generally called the placard.70 This
stomacher, a stiffened strip of material, reached from bust to
below the waist and was worn behind the front lacing under the
openfronted dresses.7 1 In Italy during this period a "busc" or "busk"
was added.

It was made of wood, horn, ivory, metal or whalebone

and sometimes carved or painted.

It was shaped like a long paper

knife, thicker at the top than at the bottom and could extend from
above the bust to the waist or nearly to the hips.

It was slotted

into the Elizabethan bodice or as part of the body.

It was held in

place with a lace so it could be removed easily.

This lace was

bestowed to an admirer as a special favor (like the garter in the
70Holliday, p. 116.
71 Ewing, p. 29.
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eighteenth century).

The busk is also believed to have been used to

chastise the importunate male on occasion.72
Catherine de Medici was credited with wearing a corset that
reduced her waist to 13", setting a standard of fashion.

Ambrose

Pare (one of her court physicians) when dissecting a woman who
had worn one of these remarked, "Their ribs ride horseback, one
upon the other. "73 There are existing iron bodys but we cannot be
sure they were ever actually worn.
We do not know when the petticoat as opposed to just a
chemise was adopted but there are definite references in 1585.
This under-petticoat was usually tied by points or laces to the
bodys.

It was made of various fabrics including red cloth, serge,

and velveteen.

We assume petticoats expanded with the skirts until

about mid-sixteenth century when the farthingale was introduced
from Spain.

The farthingale was not worn by the lower classes.74

As skirts became fuller and made of heavier, richer fabric in

the sixteenth century, they needed more support to show them off.
To meet this need the farthingale appeared.

It probably began as a

petticoat reinforced with graduated corded hoops.
became cane, whalebone, or wire.

72Ewing, p. 29.
73Holliday, p. 92.
74Cunnington, p. 49.

These hoops soon

Farthingales were made of wool,
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silk, satin or velvet, usually in a brilliant color like crimson,
purple, or peach, and as many as 50 yards of whalebone might be
used.

These first farthingales were worn with other linen

petticoats as well as more elaborate petticoats.75

The first

farthingales were somewhat birdcage shaped like the later
Victorian crinolines but about 1570 the French farthingale became
popular.

This was shaped like a horizontal cartwheel on top.

The

effect was tub shaped with vertical sides and might be as big as
four feet in diameter.76

This flat horizontal hoop at waist level

was tilted down in the front by the elongated front of the stiffened
bodice.
An alternative to the farthingales was the bum-roll, a roll of
stiffened material worn around the waist under the skirts.

This

was not accepted as fashionable but was often adopted by those
who could not afford farthingales.
Toward the end of this period the farthingale was frequently
replaced by three petticoats, "the modest one, the mischevious, and
the secret one."
great pressure.77

The newer corsets rounded the bosom but with
Note that in Northern Europe particularly dress

tended to be less flamboyant.

75Ewing, p. 27
76Cunnington, p. 51.
77St. Laurent, p. 96.
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reformation led women to discard drawers, farthingales and
corsets.

Until the end of the eighteenth century, this basic

nakedness under dresses was a source of ribaldry.78
Women's drawers were never universally accepted but only
worn by upper class women in Italy and France.

The practice does

not seem to have spread to England or Germany. (Catherine di
Medici is again credited with introducing them into France.)

These

drawers were tied around the waist and covered the thighs down to
the knees where they were fastened to the stockings with garters.
Women wished to show their legs and skilfully padded their
drawers with satin to enhance their thighs and buttocks.

The

crotch was left open for easy access without destroying any
illusion.

The first drawers were made of cotton or fustian, but

later of brocades, gold and silver cloth and lace with precious
stones and embroidery.79

Wearing drawers and farthingales made

women very conscious of the free space around their legs and
though Renaissance drawers were underwear, they were intended to
be seen as much as hidden. Women paraded their legs at court-riding, hunting, sitting in armchairs, going down, stairs, and
dancing.

Their drawers and stockings fitted well.

While knitting had been known in Europe in the Middle Ages,
the Elizabethans were the first to wear knitted stockings as a

78St. Laurent, p. 93.
79St. Laurent, p. 85.
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general rule.

The English handknitting industry was well

established by 1488, knitting
sleeves.BO

hose, petticoats, gloves and

In 1527 a handknitters guild was founded in France.

Since until about 1500 Bologna was the only city which had
machinery for "throwing" or twisting silk fibres preparatory to
weaving or knitting,

silk was consequently extremely expensive.

Cloth hose were still worn but the general population as well as
knitted ones.
In 1566 Elizabeth received a pair of black silk stockings and
liked them so well she resolved to wear no more cloth stockings.
Silk knitted hose were the preferred item for almost 400 years
until nylon replaced it in the 1940s.
In 1589 William Lee invented a "stocking-frame" which was a
stocking knitting machine.

For the first time stockings were knit

ori a machine, from a single thread, in a series of connected loops.
These stockings were then seamed together by hand.

This machine

was so well designed that it was 250 years before any important
changes were made in it.

Lee failed to secure a patent for his

machine because Elizabeth wished to protect the handknitting
industry.

Taking his invention to France, Lee impressed King Henri

but failed to secure a patent before Henri died.

However the French

recognized the importance of this machine and by 1603 had
successfully established silk culture in order to exploit it.

80Grass, p. 117.
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The list or band around the top of hose was frequently
exquisitely embroidered and in 1583 Phillip Stubbs railed against
sheer stockings of "green, red, white, russet, tawny and else what
not, cunningly knitted with quirks, clocks, open seams, etc."81
Nightclothes as separate garments appeared at the beginning
at the sixteenth century.
men's were longer shirts.

Women's were like long chemises and
Smocks with embroidery and openwork

were worn by those with social pretensions.

Cambric smocks

heavily perfumed are mentioned at the end of the Elizabethan
period.

Also mentioned are night caps.

There are regular

references to nightgowns in literature but the term sometimes
means evening dress.82

81 Holliday, 108.
B2Holliday, p. 118.
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1626-1710

The Elizabethan exaggeration, splendour and rigidity in dress
lasted many years after her death.

Then in 1625 Henrietta Maria,

wife of Charles I brought in the French influence.

The farthingale

disappeared and skirts became flowing and billowy, held out by very
elegant and elaborate petticoats.

By 1630 skirts were tucked or

looped back so that these undergarments became a main part of
fashionable outwear.

These petticoats were elaborately

embroidered, quilted and frilled and were made in colors blending
with the dress with which they were worn.

Chemises developed

lace edging and embroidery at neck and sleeves got low necks and
finely pleated sleeves.

This focus made women's undewear sexy for

the first time.
Rigid figures gave way to a new, more informal look.

Stiff

brocades, jewelled and heavily embroidered silks and velvets gave
way to lighter silks.

Colors which had been strong and violently

contrasted became softer and more muted.
trains became popular at court.

By 1670, skirts with

These were drawn back and up to

form a kind of bustle and to reveal the petticoats which were often
made of floral silks.83
The change in women's skirts allowed petticoats to become
recognized as a symbol of feminine charm and were mentioned in

B3Ewing, p. 35-36.
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poetry.

The shirt and chemise en dishabille were glorified in

portraits and this is the last period men used underwear for erotic
suggestion until the late twentieth century.84

Generally speaking,

men's underclothes came to be used mainly to exploit class status
and women's for sex attraction.
Everyone in this period was generally dirty and verminous.
Exquisite lace ruffles did not entirely conceal grimy
hands and black fingernails, and the fashion for heavily
perfumed undergarments imperfectly distracted
attention from less agreeable odors.BS

Silk and linen harbored fewer lice than did wool and an act of
1678 in England decreed that no one except those who died of plague
should be buried in linen, silk or any fine material but wool only.
Consequently there arose unpleasant associations with wooJ.86

At the beginning of this period, the front and back of the
doublet were slashed.

Until about 1.670 the shirt sleeves gaped

down the front seams, were unbuttoned and turned back at the
wrist.

By1640 the shortened doublet showed the shirt all around

above the breeches and the doublet was worn unbuttoned.
neckband was narrow.

The shirt

Material was gathered onto it with a short

84Cunnington, p. 53
ascunnington, p. 55.
86Cunnington, p. 55
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center opening in front, edged with lace or a linen frill.
at the neck was tied or buttoned.

The opening

The neckband sometimes extended

"into a 'stand-up turned down' collar, tied with strings, or fastened
by two buttons."87
Shirt sleeves were full and caught at the wrist and
sometimes at the elbow with ribbon ties which produced puffing.
Ribbons survived until the end of the period.
buttonholes to tie on ruffles at the cuffs.

There is evidence of

Good shirts were made of

fine holland, linen, lace, or frieze holland and inferior ones of a
coarse linen called lockeram.
From around 1626 the shirt neck was concealed by falling
bands of linen or lace spreading to cover the whole shoulders.
About 1640 these bands got smaller and were replaced at the
middle by a cravat.

This cravat grew longer and narrower and often

went down to the waist.

It concealed the front opening which was

edged with a frill or lace (called a jabot) but the cravat was narrow
enough to expose the shirt on either side of the jabot.
Cuffs in the period began with reversed lace or lawn with
vandyked edges which became limp.

By 1660 wrist ruffles had

expanded onto the hand, the distance being a question of rank. A
number of portraits of the time also show a simple narrow band

B7Cunnington, p. 56.
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buttoned with the sleeve puffed out above and puffing out of the
unbuttoned coat sleeve.BB
For extra warmth a short under shirt, only hip length and
called a half shirt was worn.
Men's drawers came in two types:

silk trunks about 13" long,

cut full and square, fastened with ribbons in front, with a small
slit behind and tied at the back and the long drawers which had a
stirrup which passed under the instep to prevent it slipping up the
leg. These were made of linen or possibly serge. We have no
evidence indicating how they were cut.BS
Men's nightshirts were as elaborate as their day shirts.

The

sleeves were very full, though the neck opening was somewhat
deeper and the collar lay flat.
nightclothes.

Those in mourning wore black

Night caps, usually made of linen, were as ornate as

the shirts.so
As seventeenth century women's fashions evolved with higher
waistlines, the ruff disappeared and the edge of the chemise,
probably lace trimmed or embroidered was frequently seen above
lower and lower decolletages.

Dress sleeves were shorter and

often slashed or formed partly by vertical bands of ribbon, both of

BBCunnington, p. 59
B9Cunnington, p. 60.
socunnington, 61.
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which showed the chemise sleeves.

These sleeves were very wide

and frequently ended in deep lace or embroidered frills as well,91
The neckline of the chemise was cut low with a V opening in front
where it tied by means of threaded drawstrings.

Around 1650 the

decolletage was cut horizontal off the shoulders so the chemise
was reduced to a narrow band or or none at all. the lace border
reappeared in the 1660s.
The large balloon sleeves of the chemise reached just below
the elbows and protruded beyond the bodice sleeves.

They were

finished with lace ruffles or after about 1630 the ruffles were
replaced by funnel shaped turn-up cuffs.

As sleeves on the bodices

shortened the cuff was replaced by soft drooping frills attached to
a band into which the sleeve gathered.

This band was pierced with

holes for ribbon ties.92
During the seventeenth century the chemise, stays, and
petticoat were the usual underwear worn by women in England.
Drawers were considered bold and immodest because they were
adopted from men's wear.
Women frequently wore a waistcoat, sometimes next to the
skin.

This corresponds to the men's half-shirt.
Despite the appeal of the petticoat and smock or chemise, the

torso remained undercontol of bodys which were now called stays
91 Ewing, p. 36.
92Cunnington, p. 62
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or a pair of stays.

The stay originally meant one of the stiffening

pieces of a corset.

The french word "corps" was used as well

though the corps was at times a laced bodice worn as an outer
garment and still seen in the national dress of some European
nations.93
Stays were usually of heavy linen, came high on the torso, and
were stiffened with whalebone.

They were shorter waisted than

previously and had no shoulder straps because of the dress
necklines.

As the century progressed, the re-emphasis on slim

waists began

the type of tight lacing approved of by the

fashionable for the next 200 years.

Puritans approved of these

stays on grounds of disciplining the body, a fashion which gave rise
to the expressions "strait-laced" and "staid."94
The return of Charles II brought a renewed French influence
and "beautiful silks, abundance of lace, a profusion of ribbons ...
and feathers all bedecked fashion."

The general effect was looser

and easier than it had been for centuries and "though bodies
remained stiff, the provocative effect of a casual and nonchalant
look was exploited."95

93Ewing, p. 22.
94Ewing, p. 37.
95Ewing, p. 37.
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From about 1670 the stays became longer, going below
the waist at front and back with tabbed side-pieces
below the waist stiffened with whalebone, already
established as a favorite shapemaker, continued to
contribute to the stays, petticoats and artificial devices
that gave the feminine figure the contours of fashion and
built it up into all the eccentricities that elegance
prescribed.96
The corset or stays should be distinguished from a boned
corsage of the gown which made a corset superfluous since it had a
long busk and back lacing.
Whalebone was the favored stay material because it has an
elasticity, springiness and flexibility unequalled until the
introduction of spiral steels and elastic in the nineteenth century.
It kept the shape given to it by heating and cooling under
compression and could be split as finely as desired for close boning
without losing efficiency. 97

It is actually not bone at all but

balleen from the whale's mouth which sifts food out of seawater.
As the farthingale was abandoned around 1625, the number of
petticoats increased to support the trained, flowing skirts.

Flannel

was a popular fabric, especially if it was red. 9 B
A step was taken in the return to artificial shaping at the end
of the seventeenth century.

96Ewing, p. 38.
97Ewing, p. 38.
98Cunnington, p. 64.

Bunching up of skirts toward the back
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emphasized the rear end which led to the wearing of a bustle (also
called a bum-roll).

The bum-roll was tied to the waist and made of

cork or a stuffed cushion.

This fashion was quickly replaced by a

hooped petticoat.99
When women first appeared on the stage during the
Restoration, they occasionally appeared without skirts.
calec;:ons, particularly heavy tights or opera drawers.
known on the continent for at least 200 years.

They wore

These had been

They were never

worn by upper class women because of the unsavory connection with
actresses 1oo but it is possible that the lower classes might have
worn them.101
Of women's nightclothes there is little written but pictures
show some that are lavishly trimmed with lace.

A coif was worn on

the head.102
During this time pockets were detachable.

They were narrow

bags with a center slit and fastened round the waist under the
petticoats.

Sometimes there were two on the band.103

99Ewing, p. 39.
100Holliday, p. 135.
101 Cunnington, p. 65.
102cunnington, p. 67.
103Cunnington, p. 67.
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People continued to wear the finest knitted stockings they
could afford, cloth ones if they had to.

Early American colonists

wore cloth hose as well as handknitted ones of wool or linen.

They

also wore leather stockings, urging new comers to bring good Irish
stockings (cut from cloth) because they were more serviceable than
knit ones.

By the late 17th century the colonists were importing

hose, especially silk hose, when they could afford it.

Frequently

they wore them under coarser outer hose.104 These hose were of
strong colors with multicolored clocks (embroidered figures).

104Grass, p. 156-162.
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1711-1790

At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the hoop began to
dominate for women.
than a farthingale.

Skirts were flimsier and the hoop much lighter

In fact it could be blown inside out but also

easily tipped to show the underpetticoats.
We do not appreciate that the hoop, in action, had the
liveliest propensities; that it enabled the wearer to
reveal the outline of the legs through the slender
underpetticoat. Unlike the farthin-gale, the hoop of the
eighteenth century and the crinoline of the nineteenth,
being flexible, possessed a peculiar erotic attraction in
movement.1 os
The focus of erotic attraction shifted from the breasts to the legs.
Men's underwear other than the shirt was shrinking in
importance as outerwear became closer fitting.

Breeches and

stockings designed to show off the leg left little opportunity to
show off underwear.
The basic shape of the shirt was unchanged. But about 171 O
the hanging cravat was dispensed with allowing the jabot or ruffled
border to become more elaborate.

It was often embroidered.

It was

exposed to view and projected through an unbuttoned waistcoat.
cravat became a horizontal neckpiece folded around the neck, the
narrow strip becoming wider until it developed into a stock.
stock became a choker buckled or tied at the back.

105Cunnington, p. 68.

The

The
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The neckband became wide and developed into an attached
collar concealed by the neckcloth if worn.

At the end of the period it

was high enough to turn down over the neckcloth.

The narrow

neckband was closed by a single button while the higher collar might
require two or three buttons though buttoning could be replaced by a
ribbon laced through the holes.106
The jabot (also called chitterlings) varied quite a bit in width.
It was essentially a display feature, its quality and quantity "an
outward and visible sign of the wearer's social position, being
inconvenient, uncomfortable and readily soiled."107
The shirt sleeves were voluminous.

Carefully pressed pleats

on the outer side gathered into a narrow wristband with a button
closure.

Frequently

there was also a detachable ruffle which grew

smaller or disappeared at the end of the period.

The ruffle could be

detached for washing but the jabot could not.1 oa
Early on the large coat cuff showed the lower part of the shirt
sleeve and occasionally the coat sleeve was slit up the side to
match the ruffle carried up the gap.
showed the lower ruffle.

106Cunnington, p. 73.
107Cunnington, p. 75.
1oacunnington, p. 75.

Later tighter coat sleeves only
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There was considerable variation in shirts.

The casual

costume showed the neck left gaping open, the collar loosely turned
down and sometimes fastened with a ribbon, sometimes with
buttons.

The shirt might or might not show the top of the jabot.

(A

wig was seldom worn with this but was replaced with an informal
indoor cap.)
The hanging cravat and the jabot were rival fashions for half a
century.
Men's drawers at this time were usually short, tied in at the
knees and closed by a string fastening around the waist.

Breeches

are mentioned as having linings of washable material, presumably
detachable.

In any case, as breeches became tighter, the breeches

must have as well.

There is statuary evidence of breeches knee

buttons left gaping above the line of the rolled up stockings on the
outer side of the leg, a space which must have been occupied by the
undergarment.109
During the eighteenth century a gentleman's linen nightshirt
still resembled the day shirt but was slightly longer and fuller.

It

had a wide turned-down collar and the neck closed with two buttons.
Ofter, there were no cuffs.

Baggy nightcaps with no tassels were

made of linen, dimity, worsted or were quilted.
fastened under the chin.11 o
109Cunnington, p. 78.
11 ocunnington, p. 80.
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Around 1770 in France the Macaronis (young, foppish men who
loved dressing extravagantly) used artificial calves under their
hose, proving that the male leg was an ascendant erotic feature.
They also used stays which elegant gentlemen would use for the next
100 years.
Women's chemises went to the top of the knees. The top, edged
with lace and threaded with a drawstring, was scarcely

on the

shoulders and followed the line of the low decolletage.

The full

sleeves gathered at the top were elbow length with a lace frill
showing below the sleeve of the gown.

About 1740 when bell

sleeves came into fashion, chemise sleeves were no longer
visible.111
Corsets in the eighteenth century were singularly rigid and
compressing throughout the period.

They were worn from childhood.

The lower edges were tabbed to adjust to the hips and the fronts
came to a point in front below the waist.112

Fronts were normally

high, backs higher, with shoulder straps on or off the shoulder
depending on the style of dress.

By midcentury stays were generally

made of coarse linen or cotton, vertically stitched with many rows
of cane or whalebone inserted.

111 Cunnington, 82.
112cunnington, p. 87.

Sometimes these were so narrow and
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close together that the material appeared ribbed. 113 Lacing was
usually in back with a busk in front though stays for heavy figures
had two or three sets of lacing.

Fashionable stays were often

brightly colored and made of very rich materials.

They were

sometimes covered with dress fabric to become part of the
dress.114

Eyelet holes were provided around the armholes to

secure detachable sleeves.

Eyelet holes were bound with silk since

metal eyelets had not yet been invented.115

These stays normally

had a straight front which pushed up the bust but did not contain it.
In the 1770s-1790s the stays might be bound with metal around the
upper border to support the pouter pigeon corsage.

A comfortable form of this corset was a negligee item called
jumps which was a loose unboned bodice.116
Corsets were already being deplored for health reasons and
during the reign of Louis XVI the corset disappeared from many
bodies and was replaced by pads worn on the hips. The breasts were
supported by a neckerchief tied at the throat.

113Ewing, p. 46.
114Ewing, p. 46.
115Cunnington, 87.
116Cunnington, p. 87.

Women on the way to
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the guillotine wore only a chemise and petticoat under their dresses
as did the women in their audience.117
Perhaps the most unusual feature of women's wear in the
eighteenth century were the panniers.

In the late seventeenth

century the bustle had evolved into a dome-like cage of wood, cane
or metal worn under the skirt, a style which dominated women's
dress throughout the century.

In the early years of the eighteenth

century the skirt began flattening at the front and back and extended
laterally by hoops, sometimes literally baskets (the French word for
basket is pannier).

Until around 1730 the hooped petticoat was

basically bell shaped and consisted of three or more hoops of wood,
metal or cane suspended on tapes from the waist.
hoops flattened and extended sideways.

After 1740 the

The panniers were

sometimes part of the petticoat with hoops stitched onto the
material.

Occasionally the panniers were separate, covered with

material and attached by tapes at each side of the waist.

Cane was

soon replaced by whalebone which was more pliable and more easily
maneuvered_ 11 a While the farthingale had been limited to those at
court, the hooped petticoat was widely worn.
In the mid-eighteenth century women's clothes were still
relatively lightweight, made of silks, muslins, and lawns.

The

hooped skirt underneath was not immovable like the farthingale but
117St. Laurent, p. 107
118Ewing, p. 43.
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liable to be blown about or turned inside out by the wind or sudden
movement.

The provocative effect of an exposed ankle or leg was

subject of jest though it was the fashion to give the hooped skirt a
slight tilt when walking so that the under-petticoats became
provocatively visible 119 as did the shoes and stockings.
stockings were just coming into fashion .120

White

The panniers were

flexible enough to double together in front to get through tight
spaces121

though around 1760 a hunged iron hoop was invented

which could be lifted to pass through narrow spaces.

The overskirt

was fitted closely over this hoop with few if any creases.122
The most extreme forms of pannier were short lived; by 1780
hoops were on the way out.

In their place false "rumps" or "bums"

were again worn "with skirts tucked up or looped back in many folds
over full and elaborate petticoats, often quilted in intricate designs
or heavily embroidered."123

The bustle at this time was a large roll

pad, tapering at the ends and tied around the waist.

119Ewing, p. 45.
120Ewing, p. 45.
121 Holliday, p. 122.
122Ewing, p. 46.
123Ewing, p. 46.

Toward the end
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of the century pads to boost the bosom were also commonly adopted
which counterbalanced the bustle.124
Petticoats, as opposed to under-petticoats, were an important
part of a dress and were sometimes made of the same fabric as the
dress.

During the eighteenth century quilted petticoats were

particularly popular for both fashion and warmth.

They were made

of pretty colors, lined with cotton-wool and lamb's wool and
frequently backed with a glazed wool called callamanca.125
Reproofs about the shortness of under-petticoats after
midcentury were common.

The underpetticoats were generally

narrow and tubular and only came down to the small of the leg.

In

England the only other underwear were the stays and a chemise
which was also about knee length so the raising of the hooped skirt
in walking could be very revealing.

Casanova is said to have been

delighted that women's dress was so designed that it took only a
second to disturb it and a second to put it back in place.126
Illustrations suggest that only one under-petticoat was worn, made
of cambric, dimity, flannel or calico though sometimes it was
quilted.127

124Ewing, p. 51.
125Ewing, p. 50.
126St. Laurent, p. 100.
127Cunnington, p. 94
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No matter the width, petticoats and hoops generally had
pocketholes at the hips so that separate pockets worn undeneath
were accessible.128
During this century the woman's habit shirt was introduced.
was worn with a riding costume similar to men's.

It

It looked much

like a man's shirt but the front might be only 15" long and the back
shorter.

To the back hem was attached a long tape for tying around

the waist.129
The night shift resembled the day chemise but was somewhat
longer.

Watteau's drawings show nightdresses revealing the bosom.

In France at least women also sometimes wore a "camisole" or
sleeping jacket tied with ribbons.

12BHolliday, p. 122.
129Cunnington, p. 83.

Nightcaps were worn.
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1791-1820

Fashion magazines introduced in this period serve as a
valuable source of information about what the upper classes wore.
'

During this time it became increasingly difficult for the upper
classes to reserve to themselves some modes of dress as exclusive
property.

Political unheavals in France and Winckelmann's

excavations at Pompeii and Herculaneum aroused an interest in
ancient art which helped influence the fashions of the Empire and
Directoire.130
There were two important changes in social habits.

One was

the development of prudery in the middle class which spread to
others though this was temporarily arrested by the Napoleonic Wars
(1793-1814).

During this time women's undergarments were

reduced so that there was little distinction in class.

Women

succeeded in reducing the total weight of their garments by pounds
though this flimsiness was not echoed in men's attire.

The other

important change was in the area of personal cleanliness.

The

Macaronis revived a habit which had lapsed since Roman days and
bathing became a test of good breeding and gentility.

130Holliday, p. 131.

Consequently
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there was a need to invest in more underwear in order to change it
more frequently.131
A philosopher of clothes, in 1800, contemplating the
future of these social changes, might well have supposed
that presently the human body, resplendent with soap and
water, would emerge from its trappings into the light of
day, and that underclothes were destined to shrivel into
trivial accessories.132

Under the influence of egalitarianism from France men's shirts
had many fewer ruffles and buckles.

By 1800 it was the fashion for

the shirt collar to stand as high as the corners of the eyes, the
points of such high collars being called ears.
shirt front was back in fashion.
introduced.

By 1806 the ruffled

Pleated shirt fronts were also

The waistcoat was buttoned with only the two or three

lower buttons to show off the pleating and the back of the shirt
collar was beginning to show above coat collars.
The disproportionate number of shirts to drawers and many
neckcloths listed in people's possessions indicates how easily shirts
could be soiled.

A well dressed gentleman would require at least

two clean shirts daily.133

131Cunnington, p. 97.
132Cunnington, p. 97.
133Cunnington, p. 102.
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When ruffled shirts returned, collars were worn high on the
cheek.

Cuffs reappeared, though unstarched and unfastened.

links were seldom used.

Cuff

In the country a dickey or false shirt front

(originally called a Tommy) was permissible.134
Gussets at the neck and in the armpit were common in
nineteenth century shirts.

The shirttails were cut square until

about 1850 when they became curved.

The frilled jabot continued in

used for upper servants and old fashioned men until the 1860s.

A

stud hole at the back of the neckband was rare before 1860.135
Men's drawers came in two lengths:

short for wearing under

breeches and long under pantaloons and trousers.

Waistbands of

drawers were closed with three buttons at the front and tightened
at the back with tapes.136
An example of the underwaistcoat from this period is made of
stockingette with a wool lining, fastened with thirteen thread
buttons.

There is a large gap under the armpits and it has narrow

wristbands_ 13 7
Shortly before 1800 braces (called suspenders in ·the United
States) were introduced.

These served to hold up and stretch the

134Cunnington, p. 103.
135Cunnington, p. 103.
136Cunnington, p. 105.
137Cunnington, p. 107.
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popular buckskin breeches.

These braces were made of fine leather.

(Laborers wearing looser clothing called their braces gallows.)138
In the first part of the nineteenth century "all people of
fashion wore [corsets] in town."

This was especially true for a

generation after Waterloo.139
As long trousers replaced breeches in the second decade of the
century, the market for men's half-hose greatly increased.140
Between 1791 and 1820 there were no significant changes in
men's nightwear.141
In women's wear there was a revolution in fashion around

1800.
Accepted types of petticoats, corsets and smocks were
discarded along with all known styles of outer dress.
High heels, elaborate headdresses, hats and hairstyles all
disappeared from fashion ... the vogue was for slim,
high-waisted muslin or cotton gowns, clinging to the
figure and worn with the minimum of underclothing,
sometimes with only flesh-colored tights beneath
them.142

138Cunnington, p. 105.
139Cunnington, p. 106.
140Grass, p. 204.
141Cunnington, p. 107
142Ewing, p. 52.
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That nothing was worn under the dress seems to be largely
mythical.

This new style was without complicated underwear and

had affinities with the robes seen on Greek statuary and vases.

Many

discarded the corset entirely or reduced it to a narrow band.143
With the possible exception of a small clique, women probably
did not dampen their dresses to cling to their bare bodies but
underwear was often reduced to a single slim petticoat (sometimes
colored) under a white dress.

In northern areas a knee-length

overdress was occasionally added.144
The Empire look did mean the shedding of superfluous
undergarments and the breasts became the center of attention.
Bust improvers were made of wax or stuffed with cotton.

The

London Times of 1799 stated "The fashion for false bosoms has at
least this utility, that it compels our fashionable fair to wear
something."145
The biggest change in women's underwear was the introduction
of drawers for most women.

Whereas formerly just the chemise,

stays and petticoats were worn, the move to light outer garments
and the consequent discarding of petticoats led to the adoption of

143Ewing, p. 54.
144Ewing, p. 55.
145Ewing, p. 55.
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this man's undergarment.

Small girls wore them first, just visible

under their dresses and they were then adopted by adults.
The chemise when worn was of cotton or linen, straight and
ungathered, and knee length. The neck was square and edged with
gathered muslin.
armpit.

Short sleeves were set in with a gusset at the

This was sometimes omitted under narrow dresses.146

Despite the newer slim silhouette on the street, the hoop and
wide skirt continued to be worn formally at court until 1820.14 7
In the 1790s the petticoat was made of cotton, cambric, linen
or fine flannel and sometimes attached to a coarser bodice.

The

upper one third of the skirt opened at the sides to make a flap (so it
could be put on) and tied with tapes around the waist.

The bodice

tied or was buttoned in front and was cut high in back unless a low
necked dress was worn.

As time went on, the petticoat was

sometimes not worn at all so that pink stockings were visible.148
By 1807

we find advertisements for "patent elastic Spanish lamb's

wool invisible petticoats, drawers, waistcoats, all in one."
not resemble a petticoat as we know it.

It was knitted on a stocking

loom to be drawn over the feet and pulled up.
possible only in short, mincing steps.

146Cunnington, p. 111.
14 ?Cunnington, p. 108
14BCunnington, p. 111.

This did

This made walking

After 1815 petticoats had a
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pocket hole so hanging pockets could be reached under increasingly
full skirts.

By 1818 the petticoat is full but not long.149

Earliest references show that the word "drawers" was used to
indicate anything worn from the waist down.
tights or possibly Turkish trousers.150

Sometimes this meant

References to drawers

sometimes actually referred to flesh colored tights worn to appear
naked under the dress. The costumer might be confused by
references to drawers and pantaloons through this period.

Drawers

were essentially a adaptation of men's drawers which were
gradually accepted, especially after it became known that royalty
wore them.

"Pantaloons" were used to describe leggings or drawers

that were meant to be seen extending out from under the skirt
though they became known as pantalets or pantalettes since the
word pantaloons was also used to describe men's trousers.
girls continued to wear pantalettes for decades.

Little

Pantalettes

reached below the calf and were bordered with lace and tucks.
Adults wore them until about 1830 in England though they continued
popular in France.

Frequently the two legs were separate and barely

connected at the waist.151

Drawers originally were tightly tied

above the knee then later extensions with attached ruffles were

149Cunnington, p. 112.
150Holliday, p. 158-59.
151 Cunnington, p. 114
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added.

By 1825-30 adults' drawers became true underwear and were

not seen.

Drawers and pantaloons were not worn at the same

time.152
In the 1790s corsets were short and not universally worn.

In

the first decade of the nineteenth century corsets were long to
produce the fashionable tall, thin and straight silhouette.
jean or buckram they were well stiffened with whalebone.

Made of
They

covered the hips and pushed up the breasts. The lower edge was
often straight and not tabbed.

Sometimes they were padded and cup-

shaped supports for the breasts were used.

There were laced up the

back and made rigid with a bone or steel busk.
thread bound.

Eyelets were still

As the Regency style went out of date, curves were

aided by the addition of below-waist gussets in corsets.

As corsets

became shorter but stiffer, they pushed up the bust but were mainly
designed to emphasize the waist.

Despite the hoopla condemning

extreme lacing, it contined in fashion for the rest of the century.
During the Directory the corset was often much like a Greek
zona, simply a band wrapped around the body.
The ideal Empire figure was plump, buxom, wholesome and
fecund.

In 1811 a pregnant stay appeared which enveloped the body

from the shoulders to below the hips and was elaborately boned and
padded to make the woman appear pregnant.153 In 1816 the divorce

152St. Laurent, p. 122.
153St. Laurent, p. 109.
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corset was introduced.

Having nothing to do with marital

disagreement, this corset separated one breast from the other by
means of a padded triangle of iron or steel which was inserted into
the centre front of the corset with its point upwards.154

This was

similar in principle to the modern brassiere but was short lived as
the bosom returned to a single entity.
In 1810 the bustle returned in the form a small rolls sewn into
the back of the skirt.

By 1815 these were detached and long,

sausage shapes were tied with tapes around the waist.

Towards the

end of the period the French fashion for the outside bustle was
shortlived.

"For a few years after Waterloo, the fashionable stance,

known as the 'Grecian bend,' was effected by a forward stoop
assisted by a large bustle, placed high up the back."155
As dresses became scantier detachable pockets worn under the
skirt became impracticable and were replaced by a handbag or
reticule.156

At this time women's nightclothes remained essentially
unchanged.

154Ewing, 57.
155Cunnington, p. 118.
156Cunnington, p. 118.
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1821-1840

After twenty years of abandonment of class distinction and
crassness of sex appeal, there was a return to gentility.
the middle class brought a rise of prudery.

The rise of

People quit using the

proper names for body parts and clothing, substituting less precise
acceptable terms.

Writers no longer mentioned underwear but

contemporary fashion magazines provide help to the historian.
Women's underwear became more important as it became more
mysterious.

Underwear was a statement of a woman's higher

morality so that while the border of a petticoat might be exquisite,
the rest of her undergarments were very plain.157

"The lesson which

those pioneers surely teach is how profound and irresistible is the
attraction which prudery exerts when skilfully practised by one sex
on the other. "158
In men's wear, the difference between day shirts and evening
shirts was accentuated.

Ruffles for evening and pleats for day

became more common but the huge cravat covering the shirt front
makes it moot.

The collar was usually attached and sufficiently

high to be folded down over the cravat.

157Ewing, p. 121.
158 Ewing, p. 122.

The stock, previously used
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only by the military, began normal civilian use about 1822.

Some

detached collars were known and these were tied around the neck,
not attached with studs.15 9
For evening, shirts were still fully ruffled.
and collars narrower.

Cuffs were wide

Since the wristbands, the collar and front

were the only parts visible, the body and sleeves could be made of
fine cotton rather than of linen.
A novelty called the "aquatic shirt" was adopted in the 1830s
by the unfashionable.

It was meant to be worn while boating and had

narrow blue and white or red and white stripes or checks and was
made of cotton.

The collar and cuffs were not visible.160

Most shirts closed with a button at the base of the cuff with
the border left open.

Cufflinks were not common until 1840.

Links

occasionally were used in the seventeenth century but wrist ruffles
in the eighteenth century would cover them.

The early nineteenth

century cuff with no ruffle remained gaping until the practice of
starching made it easier to close with links than with buttons.1 61

159Cunnington, p. 123.
160Cunnington, p. 125.
161 Cunnington, p. 126.
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A shirt of George IV from 1827 is the earliest extant example
of the use of mother-of-pearl buttons on underwear.162
Men's drawers still came in long and short styles, the long
variety being called trouser drawers.

They were made of calico,

cotton, worsted (both thick and extra thick) and heavy silk.163
During the twenties and thirties men's corsets were still
fashionable.
introduced.

In the 1830s a prototype of modern elastic was
Strands of rubber were used in the warp under tension

and when the fabric was removed it gathered up.

In 1839 Caleb

Bedells patented a method of incorporating elastic into knitted
goods.

A favorite use for elastic was for the nipped in look at the

back of waistcoats for men though they were discontinued in the
1840s, possibly because the· elastic lost its stretching qualities
under constant strain.

Because rubber deteriorated with exposure to

sunlight and sweat and because it became soft in heat and brittle in
cold, the need arose to stabilize it, a process discovered jointly by
Charles goodyear and Thomas Hancock.
Men's nightshirts were generally plain with turned down
collars, buttoned at the neck with a centre opening going a long way

162Cunnington, p. 126.
163Cunnington, p. 127.
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down the front.
tassels.

It was otherwise plain.

Nightcaps acquired colored

Dicken's Mr. Pickwick states it was tied under the chin.164

Women's chemises were now made of homespun linen, unshaped
with a low square neck edged with a frill.

They had short sleeves

and large gussets under the arms.165 They were knee length and cut
wide.
Petticoats regained their importance during this perioed with
the outstanding feature being the increasing number worn.

As the

fashionable outline got smaller waisted with fuller skirts, several
petticoats were required.
plain cotton

The inside ones were frequently flannel or

with the outside one embroidered or lace trimmed and

made in a puritanical white.166

Petticoats often had an attached

bodice, some buttoned at the back and the neckline adjusted by a
drawstring.

For evening the upper edge might be ornamented.

In

1827 in Paris some petticoats were "stuck out" with whalebone.167
In the twenties and thirties tight lacing became increasingly
severe both to accentuate the admired small waist and as a reaction
to the loose habits of the Regency.

In Paris note was made of

corsets with padding "to fill up any deficiency and lacing so tight

164Cunnington, p. 128.
165Cunnington, p. 128.
166Ewing, p. 61.
167Cunnington, p. 128.
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that breasts are pushed up too high resulting in wrinkles between
bosom and shoulder."168

Nearly every Victorian woman wore stays,

considering them essential for decency.

"One also risked looking

peculiar, since the popular idea of the female shape was based on
the shaped created by whalebone and lacing rather than by
nature."169 The aim of the stay was to produce a smoooth, hard
outline, reducing the waist by forcing it into a circular section
rather than a kidney shaped one.

Tight lacing was self-limiting as

long as eyelet holes were stitched because at a certain point the
cloth ripped. 170 Late in the 1820s metal eyelets were introduced
and waists became smaller.

This extreme lacing was the cause of

continual pains as organs were displaced.

Women frequently wore

night stays because through habit they could not sit upright without
them .. Demicorsets eight to ten inches long with light whalebone
were worn for housework since bending was impossible in the better
ones despite the use of elastic gussets.171
By 1830 all women who had any social pretensions wore
drawers though not those in the lower classes.

Pantaloons were

168Cunnington, p. 130.
169Levitt, Sarah, Victorians Unbuttoned:

Registered
Designs for Clothing. their Makers and Wearers. 1839-1900
(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1986), p. 26.
170 Levitt, p. 26.
171 Cunnington, p. 132.
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opposed by clergy through this period for three reasons:

they

encouraged women to behave more freely; they originated in the
Napoleonic regime; and they were approved by such dangerous
revolutionaries as Saint-Simon and Cabet (both extreme
socialists).172

Also shorter skirts gave women the chance to

display their legs and they did not want to cover them up though
after 1840 drawers were worn as a safeguard to modesty under
crinolines.
Bustles were becoming large either as a crescent shaped pad
stuffed with down and tied around the waist or as gathered rows of
stiffened material or whalebone.

Even servants wore them.

Apparently they were easily dislodged from the correct position.173
Women's nightclothes were still linen.

An extant example is

plain and unshaped and has a falling collar with a frill carried down
the front opening.

The sleeves are gathered onto a cuff fastened

with a handmade button.174
In England in the early nineteenth century the cheapest knitted
legwear was cut from knitted fabric then sewn into the shape of a
stocking.

Makers of full-fashioned stockings (those knitted to fit

the shape of the leg) objected, wanting these cheaper models to be

172St. Laurent, p. 123.
173Cunnington, p. 133.
174Cunnington, p. 134.
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called "leg-bags."

This notion was rejected.

American leg-bags

were knitted on circular knitting machines as straight, cylindrical
tubes

as opposed to being cut from straight edged fabric and then

fitted to the leg.175

175Grass, p. 211.
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1841-1856

During the 1840s and 1850s the exterior silhouette of clothing
changed only a little and then very gradually.

Any sex appeal

expressed by these garments was shown by class distinctions rather
than by secondary sex attributes.

Skirts were getting wider and

wider with the consequent increase in number of petticoats.
In the matter of accessories, the 1840s saw the introduction
of the domestic pin with head and shank all in one rather than being
made in two pieces.
frequently.

These consequently failed the user less

In 1841 the three fold button (essentially a knot of

ribbon) proved its advantage over pearl buttons in withstanding the
mangle.

The Dorset thread button had disappeared by 1830.176

In the 1840s a new garment was introduced for both sexes, the
woolen vest or undervest for men and for women the woolen
camisole or vest.

The sheltered life of young women

of a certain

class which gave them no outside exercise and no domestic work led
to much delicate health and "wrapping up" seemed to help.

Despite

wearing about fifteen pounds of clothing, women were considered to
be underdressed and susceptible to drafts so they were encouraged
to wear flannel next to the skin.

176Cunnington, p. 136
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In 1856 the underclothing of a lady of fashion consisted
of long drawers trimmed with lace, a· flannel petticoat,
an under-petticoat three and one half yards wide, a
petticoat wadded to the knees, and stiffened on the upper
part with whalebones inserted a handsbreadth from one
another, a white starched petticoat with three stiffly
starched flounces, two muslin petticoats, and finally the
dress.177
Admonitions against tight lacing continued by doctors
and the church.

During the 1850s lacing could be a bit looser

as a result of bigger skirts and some of the fashionable no
longer wore stays.178 ..
In 1851 Ameila Bloomer launched her bloomer outfit "aimed at
freeing women from the discomforts and folly of conventional
fashion."

It consisted of very loose trousers worn under a full but

somewhat shorter skirt.

It was closely linked with the feminist

movement but did not catch on until late in the century when it was
used only for sport.179
In 1844 Charles Goodyear in the United States and Thomas
Hancock in England both patented vulcanization, a process which

177Boehm, Max von, Modes and Manners in the Nineteenth
Century /New York: E.P. Dutton and Co., 1927), p. 69.
178Cunnington, p. 137.
179Ewing, p. 63.
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mixed rubber with sulpher and exposed it to high heat.180 This
process made it deteriorate much more slowly and helped it retain
its elasticity.

From 1844 elastic was used in all sorts of clothing

including gloves, boots, stays and waistbands in men's long drawers.
It was used for garters from the 1850s.

It was still a relatively

perishable item so few examples remain today.181
Though linen continued to be the fabric of choice for
gentlemen's shirts, cotton was a boon to the ordinary people.

People

could afford more of these cheaper shirts and therefore could keep
cleaner.

Would-be gentlemen could use cotton shirts with linen

cuffs, collars and fronts.182
The main development in shirts was the pleated and starched
front which could also be embroidered.

How much was actually seen

depended upon the waistcoat and sometimes quite a lot was exposed
though when a large cravat was worn, little of the shirt was seen.
While older style shirts were made of rectangular pieces for
the body and sleeves with square underarm gussets and a neck
gathered into a band, by 1848 the fullness at the neck was replace
by a yoke.

In the 1850s the Raglan sleeve which did not require

shaped armholes was adopted.

180Levitt, p. 41.
181 Levitt, p. 43.
182Levitt, p. 48.
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top stitching which was then easy to accomplish with the sewing
machine.183
Studs frequently replaced buttons by the 1850s and cufflinks
in the narrow cuffs were usual after 1840.
the back of the neckband by a button.

The collar attached at

It stood up stiffly above the

cravat with a wide gap between square cut points.184
While the day shirt was losing its importance as underwear to
the vest, the evening shirt was still resplendent.

A typical evening

dress collar was cut higher in the front than in the back and the
front of the shirt closed with chained linked studs.185
Shirts worn for leisure might have repetitive patterns of a
different color woven in, for example horses, dogs, snakes, etc.

The

dickey declined even further down the social scale.186
Men's drawers from this period have overlapped openings in
front and at the back. There were holes bound with tape in the
waistband to attach braces.
stockingette.187

183Levitt, p. 52.
1B4Cunnington, p. 138.
1B5Cunnington, p. 140
1B6Cunnington, p. 143.
1B7Cunnington, p. 143.
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We have no description of the typical merino undervest of this
period but we know it was not an underwaistcoat as it was worn
next to the skin.188
Plain leather braces had given way to those with fancy
embroidery among the gentry.
were now called galusses.

Among the lower classes gallows

The original design of two separate

straps had by the 1840s made a connection at centre back and two
tongues were introduced at the front.

Small lengths of elastic were

inserted to make them more flexible.189
While the nightshirt changed little, it sometimes had a small
turned down collar and sometimes was as long as the ankle. The
usual nightcap was still jellybag shaped with a tassel though
knitted and crocheted models were worn among the less
fashionable.190
Chemises developed a severe plainness for day wear and only
reached the knee.

The evening chemise was made of a finer fabric

with a narrow frill of lace and a drawstring around the neck.191
Petticoats were coming into their own again.
six were worn depending upon the season.

188Cunnington, p. 143.
189Levitt, p. 47.
190Cunnington, p. 144
191Cunnington, p. 144.
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decorated with embroidery or lace to about eight inches above the
hem.

Some were flounced.

Those worn underneath were plain white

petticoats of flannel tied at the waist.

A petticoat attached to the

bodice was called a princess petticoat or alternatively a slip.

The

width of the petticoats was steadily expanding until they became
six to eight feet around.

Under all the longer ones was worn a knee

length petticoat of a stiff material, usually crinoline, which is
woven with a horsehair warp and wool weft.

This is to be

distinguished from the cage crinoline which displace it.
Occasionally there was extra stiffening around the bottom of the
petticoat accomplished by rows of piping.192

Occasionally a

longcloth petticoat heavily trimmed with cording up to the knees
replaced the crinoline.

As the burden of underclothes became

insupportable, the shape of the skirt was often maintained by lining
the lower part of the dress skirt with crinoline or a few rolls along
the border.

Early in the 1850s quilted petticoats were reintroduced

along with brilliant colors, especially crimson.

There is a story of

Lady Aylesbury in 1842 who wore 48 yards of material in one gown
over a petticoat of down which swelled enormously and floated "like
a vast cloud when she sits down or rises up."193
The camisole introduced around 1840 was frequently called a
waistcoat.

It covered the corset and took the place of the chemise

192Cunnington, p. 145.
193Cunnington, p. 147.
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flap which hung down over the top of the corset to conceal it from
accidental view.

The vest made of merino and worn for warmth was

reluctantly worn by young ladies because it increased the waistline.
During this time bust improvers were frequently used but
lamented by others.194
The wearing of drawers by women was encouraged as healthy.
They were made of flannel, angola, calico or cotton stocking web and
long lengths were encouraged.

They were cut as long as possible but

short enough to avoid their being seen when the skirts were lifted
for walking.

In the 1850s they became more ornamental and in the

winter were made of merino and lamb's wooJ.195

Pantalets were

discarded by women in the early 1860s.196
Corsets changed in shape and construction just as did outer
garments.

Up to the 1840s corsets frequently had shoulder straps;

for a while there were cup-shaped bust sections; and gussets were
added to shape the hips and busts.

In the late 1840s shaping of

corsets by joining separate pieces instead of adding gussets to onepiece garments began.197

194Cunnington, p. 147.
195Cunnington, p. 148.
196Holliday, p. 151.
197Ewing, p. 76.
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Throughout the 1840s and 1850s concern was expressed about
tight lacing and health.

Staymakers were aware of this and tried to

devise healthy garments.

Corsets were still laced up the back.

They

covered the bosom as well as the abdomen and hips. They were
filled with whalebone and immense wooden, metal or whalebone
busks down the front.198

Though Roxy Ann Caplin patented the front

fastening stay in 1838, it was not available until around 1850.19 9
Caplin's main claim to fame is the invention of a hygenic corset with
elastic panels introduced in 1848.
The Great Exhibition of 1851 introduced a new concept in
corsets, comfort and convenience.

These were said to be easily

adjusted, fastening without lacing or even elastic.

In 1853 Caleb

Hill registered a version of the soon-to-be-standard front fastening
consisting of a split metal busk, one side bearing studs which locked
into "keyholes" in the other.200
During the 1850s if stays were worn at all, they were terribly
tight or stiff.

The larger skirts and wide sleeves made waists look

smaller by comparison.201

However a variety of pseudo-medical

contraptions were used such as back straighteners (especially for

198Cunnington, p. 148.
199Levitt, p. 27.
200Levitt, p. 26.
201 Ewing, p. 74.
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children) and abdominal belts providing reinforcement for the obese.
These were supplemented by a gestation~stay which was adjustable
to changes in the figure and was cut below the nipple.202
While the bustle or "dress improvers" were worn in the early
1840s it was soon displaced by the cage crinoline.

As early as 1848

a "dress extending zephyr belt" which was actually a petticoat which
included inflatable rubber rings was introduced.

(This same idea

was used for bustles and bust improvers which were either loose or
attached to corsets.)203

Once Henry Bessemer perfected his method

of making sprung steel on a large scale in 1856, the cage crinoline
came into fashion.

It was a light and pliable structure replacing

many layers of petticoats which looked solid but bounced with each
step or gust of wind.204

It was ridiculed but it liberated a woman's

legs from so many petticoats--all but one slim one were
discarded.205

This cage crinoline was a light metal or whalebone

structure in which hoops were place horizontally one above the other

202Levitt p. 30.

'

203Levitt, p. 39.
204Levitt, p. 36.
205Ewing, p. 69.
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and held together by curved ribs. These hoops were suspended on
strips of material, with or without a covering of fabric.206
Crinolines grew wider after 1856 and women had problems
moving about publicly because of their size.

Unlike the farthingale

and hoops, the cage was worn by all classes

in .this manufacturing

age.

They were dangerous to wear.

Worn in factories the skirts

would sweep finished china off shelves.
could be swept off her feet.

In strong winds the wearer

And skirts sweeping near open grates

combined with the highly flammable fabrics and wire framework
made it impossible to wrap burning victims to extinguish flames.
The result was death or disfigurement.207
During the 1850s the idea of undersleeves which are part
lingerie was revived.
sleeves.

These were seen under heavy, frilled outer

The Garibaldi shirt was also sometimes worn under dress

bodices with its sleeves showing.208
At this time women's nightdress were frilled at the neck and
down the front opening as well as at the cuffs.

The nightcap fitted

like a baby's bonnet and tied under the chin. The crown of the bonnet ·

206Ewing, p. 69.
207Ewing, p. 72.
20BEwing, p. 75.
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was sometimes trimmed with embroidery or lace and had colored
ribbon ties.209
The circular knitting frame was invented after 1850 which
produced cheaper knitted hose.21 O As a rule the stockings worn with
crinolines were white.211
An alternative style of dressing which was the first
constructive revolt against corsets and petticoats came from the
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood formed in 1848.

Called "aesthetic

dress," the ideal was soft, unrestricted lines seen in medieval
paintings.

"Loose, flowing gowns, falling from the shoulders,

slackly girdled at the natural waist and often with wide sleeves,
were their ideal."212

Over the years the link of the art movement

with the socialist movment and the growth of the women's movment
brought aesthetic dress some degree of acceptance though it was
always a minority fashion.

To achieve. the desired "antique waist"

women wore no corset or petticoat~.213

The main reason that

traditional dress continued was due to the support of even fervent

209Cunnington, p. 151.
21 DGrass, p. 190
211 Holliday, p. 149.
212Ewing, p. 89.
213Ewing, p. 90.
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feminists who realized that their ideas were unpopular enough
without looking strange too.

(

90

1857-1866

For men at least the idea that ease and comfort had to be
sacrificed in order to express social rank began carrying much less
weight.

Men discarded their corsets first, at least for informal

occasions.

Their necks were freer and waists not so constricted.

Trousers were no longer shaped to the leg.
The discovery of aniline dyes in 1858 led directly to the
fashion for colored petticoats, magenta, bright purple and solferino
being favorite colors.214 The sewing machine and these new dyes
provided an "abundance of ready-made underclothes in exuberant
hues.

Prudery suffered; it seemed incompatible with a milk-white

mind to wear coloured underclothing.

It . . . did lead--to willful

exposure of them."215
When the crinoline was introduced in the 1850s it was a form
of social or class distinction but it was easily and cheaply copied so
that it lost its original intent and becamde a device of sex
attraction.

Despite its size, to "a generation to whom the

momentary glimpse of a pair of ankles had been, for years, a

214Ewing, p. 76.
215Cunnington, p. 152.
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precious privilege . . . the vision of scarlet drawers must have acted
like a red rag on a bulJ."216
In the 1860s the corset and small waist came back with double
force--stays were sometimes compulsory for schoolgirls and only
removed for one hour on Saturday for bathing.

It was said that a

waist of 23 inches at the age of fifteen could be reduced in two
years to thirteen inches.

Despite the increasing concern for health

an article in the 1866 Englishwoman's Domestic Magazine stated
that sleeping in stays "carries no hardship beyond an occasional
fainting fit."217
For daytime wear the man's shirt only exposed the top button
or stud though frequently the large folded cravat occupied the space
above the waistcoat or the waistcoat was buttoned so high that
little of the shirt was visible.

Tucked panels on the front were

disappearing, the front becoming plain but not stiff.

The usual

collar was upright with a gap between the points which just touched
the jaw.

It could be worn with a necktie tied in a flat broad bow

with the ends projecting across the top of the waistcoat.

Note that

the necktie of choice was now the band tied around the neck and tied
with a bow or knot with hanging ends.

The cravat was a massive

wide piece of material folded flat, filling the space above the

216Cunnington, p. 155
217Cunnington, p. 156.
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waistcoat and secured with a pin.21 B The stock survived only as a
hunting neckcloth.
For informal wear shirts had a shallow single collar with
sloping points meeting at the centre or a shallow double collar.

On

the Tweedside (the lounge suit most like a modern man's suit) the
coat was buttoned so high that little of the collar was visible and
the necktie covered the rest of the exposed shirtfront.

Cuffs were

slightly starched and closed with links which were often jewelled.
Very few shirts had attached collars after the 1850s and
collar making became a specialized trade.

Cheaper collars were

made of rubber or celluloid and there were even paper collars and
cuffs.

The best ones were made of starched linen.

All collars

formed a solid band around the neck. They were anchored to the
shirt front and back by studs.

A necktie worn with a standup collar

would slide around unless it was hooked down so necktie retainers
were invented.

The most useful type was a loop attached to the

shirt at the back.219
For evening the shirt front was still expansive with tucks or
embroidery, exposing two or three studs.

The stiff upright collar

with points nearly meeting was worn with a white bow.

For country

or sporting occasions, a great variety of colored shirts was worn
except among the best people. , A contemporary source describes a
21 BCunnington, p. 159.
219Collar information from Levitt, p. 60-61.
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"red flannel Emperor shirt, a blue satin cravat, a buff vest and a
bright green cutaway coat with fancy buttons."220

There was much

diversity among collars and neckties.
While we know that they continued to be worn, we have little
information about men's drawers and undervests during the period
though there are designs for elastic waisted drawers.

These were

still being perfected.
Men's braces were one place where they could really show off.
Berlin work (a type of needlepoint) of many colors was very popular
and young women frequently made these for their beaux.
There were no striking changes in men's nightshirts.
Women's chemises were unaltered in shape though they became
somewhat more decorated and were made of finer cloth.221
The camisole continued to be worn over corsets.222
In the 1860s the word corset began to replace stays though one
author states that in the 1870s stays laced behind and corsets
fastened in front.223

During this period in England corsets rose high

above the waist and still contained the bosom.

In France they were

22ocunnington, p. 159.
221 Ewing, p. 75.
222cunnington, p. 163.
223E. E. Perkins, The Lady's Shopping Manual and Mercery
Album (1834) as quoted in Levitt, p. 26.
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much longer and crushed the thighs.

The cup-shaped supports did not

crush the breasts because the fashion was for a low bosom and
drooping shoulders like those of the Empress Eugenie.224 The stiff
front busk remained even when the front fastening ousted back
lacing as the usual way of donning the corset.

In 1862 colored

corsets were popular, especially in scarlet, though white was still
the most elegant.
Cording and quilting were in vogue in corsets which were
frequently worn over the crinoline and petticoats to achieve the
smallest possible waist.

There is an existing French corset pattern

which was made of pieces of white silk elastic joined by narrow
strips of white tape forming an open network with few bones.

It

opened in the front and fastened with small straps and buckles; the
back Iaced.225
During the 1860s there was an increased interest in bust
augmentation which had originally appeared in the early part of the
century.

In 1860 there was a patent granted for "an improved

inflated undulating artificial bust."

In 1867 was an advertisement

for French pink rubber poitrines adherents which "followed
movements of respiration."226

224St. Laurent, p. 132.
225Cunnington, p. 163.
226Ewing, p. 79.

There were numerous styles of bust
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pads, celluloid and rubber bust shapes and "lemon bosoms" in this
period.
The word crinoline was now used to denote any petticoat
strengthened by metal or whalebone hoops.
spring replaced bone.
informal ones.

In 1857 steel watch-

Formal crinolines had many more hoops than

From 1857-59 they were mostly dome shaped but

became gradually more pyramidal.

By 1862 they were distinctly

flattened in front and by 1866 the bulk was in the back.

The

"American cage" of 1862 had only the lower half encased in fabric,
the upper part being a skeleton form which reduced its weight by
half.227

Crinoline wearing made wearing many petticoats

unnecessary but over the crinoline was worn an ornamental
petticoat which might be flounced and trimmed with broderie
anglaise.

Day petticoats were usually colored except under light

summer dresses

In 1863

plaid and striped petticoats were

fashionable, made of camlet, cashmere, flannel, taffeta, rep, alpaca,
and quilted silk.2 28

By 1866 crinoline material petticoats began

replacing the cage.
The hugh crinoline disappeared suddenly from society about

1866.

While contemporary photos show that most Englishwomen

never wore the huge cage, it would seem to have much more popular
in America.

227Cunnington, p. 163.
228Cunnington, p. 166.
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The crinoline had brought some small relaxation of tight lacing
and eliminated much of the bulk and weight of petticoats.

As

fashionable people quit wearing it, petticoats became more
elaborate and extremely colorful, with more pleatings and flounces,
lace and embroidery.

Some even had flounces which could be

removed for ease in washing and ironing.229

Note that those who

refused to wear crinolines had worn several petticoats, including
flannel ones, all along.
Women's ve·sts (undershirts) had high neck and long or short
sleeves and were made of merino or flannei.230
Drawers if worn had elastic just below the knee and were
trimmed with frills and insertions.
frequently scarlet.

In winter flannel drawers were

They were obviously not intended to be totally

hidden from accidental view.231
Pockets now occasionally were sewn into skirts but
detachable pockets were still sometimes worn under the crinoline,
especially when traveling.232

229Ewing, p. 81.
230Cunnington, p. 168.
231 Cunnington, p. 168.
232Cunnington, p. 168.
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Calegons appeared on stage in the United States in 1866. They
were now called tights and worn only by actresses.233
Elastic garters replaced tied ones and were approved by
doctors as being less likely to cause varicose veins than did tapes
and strings.234
Women's nightdresses were still white, wide and bulky with
collars, cuffs and fronts embroidered.
old-fashioned.

233Holliday, p. 235.
234Levitt, p. 46.

Nightcaps were becoming
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1867-1882

This period saw men's outer garments becoming more and more
sober.

Only a subtlety of collar and cuffs "would 1mark the man of

birth from him of mere wealth."235
with starch over the white shirt.
gentleman wear mild stripes.

The collar and cuffs were stiff

Only when playing might a

Women were covered from neck to

floor but their dress exhibited a sensuous combination of colors and
curves in a period of extreme eroticism.

The use of costly materials

became permissible for all classes as the Victorians introduced silk
and lace as a normal underwear fabric.

By the 1880s fine wool

became more common but it was always beautifully decorated.236
During this period of revolt by women from male supremacy,
combinations (a combination of camisole and drawers in one
garment) were introduced which shaped to the figure; vests might be
made of colored silk and nightgowns were made discreetly
attractive with ribbon insertions and lace ruffles.237

235Cunnington, p. 169.
236Ewing, p. 85.
237Cunnington, p. 171.
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As the number of undergarments increased again, their texture
became progressively thinner and more flimsy.

Because of the

tight-fitting dresses the actual numbers were reduced to a minimum
as well.

At this point almost all garments were machine sewn and

generally bought ready made.238
Increased interest in hygiene made weekly baths common
except among the elite who bathed more frequently and by the 1880s
underwear was commonly changed two or three times per week.239
A man's white shirt now commonly had a curved hem and was
made of plain white linen.
more starch.

The cuffs and front were now getting

The size of the V opening above the waistcoat varied

but it tended to diminish.

At first two studs were revealed but later

only one was seen except in summer when a summer waistcoat
showed three studs and was always worn with a bow tie.

To expose

too much shirt front carried social stigma.
The collar became a shallow upright with a small V gap
between points curving out slightly.

The bow tie which was

becoming narrower was becoming the usual tie.

By 1877 there

should be "sufficient opening to display a stand up linen collar and a
scarf tied in a sailor's knot. .. "240

238Cunnington, p. 183.
239Holliday, p. 227
240Cunnington, p. 171.

Linen-faced paper collars and
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dickeys were worn by the unfashionables.

The separate shirt front

or dickey was popular from midcentury because it was cheaper to
buy and maintain; could cover a dirty shirt; and could transform a
day shirt into evening wear or hide a shirt made with other fabrics
or colors.

These were not socially acceptable until the 1890s.241

Cuffs were stiff with starch and closed by links set close to
the border and allowed to protrude 1/2" beyond the coat sleeves,
though 1/3" was better.
In 1871 Brown, Davis & Co. of England introduced its first
shirt design opening all the way down the front.
a slimmer silhouette,

This design allowed

using less cloth since it did not have to go

over the head.242
For informal wear men wore a double collar, the shirt having
inconspicuous floral patterns or faint colored stripes running across
the chest and down the cuffs. Evening dress shirts began the period
with vertical pleats which became horizontal pleats until finally the
shirt developed a smooth front.
showed three studs.
white bow tie.

They were heavily starched and

They were worn with a shallow wing collar and

Frill-fronted shirts were worn only by servants.243

241 Levitt, p. 58.
242Levitt, p. 55.
243Cunnington, p. 173.
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The man's vest (undershirt) was usually woollen.

It was hip

length with a narrow neck band and a center opening with four
buttons.

The sleeves often ended in woven cuffs.244

Men's drawers were also wool and usually ankle length.
were closed by four buttons at the front.
waistband was drawn taut with tapes.

They

A gusset in the back of the
With a knickbocker suit,

short drawers were worn.245
To bed men wore either a nightgown (anklelength) or a
nightshirt (to the knees).

A night cap was only worn by older

people.2 46
For most of the nineteenth century women's underwear was
voluminous.

Chemises were huge with enormously wide necklines

and sleeves pulled in by drawstrings.

By mid-century good quality

chemises were made of very fine linen, almost a handkerchief linen,
often with brodierie anglaise at the neck and sleeves as well as lace
edging rows of inserted lace.247

As dresses became tight, the

chemise was shaped to the waist to be less bulky and more
flattering.

In 1876 chemises were made with breast seams shaped

244Cunnington, p. 174
245Cunnington, p. 174
246Cunnington, p. 174.
247Ewing, p. 84.
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to the figure so as not to take up more room than possible beneath
the stays.
Underclothing has reached a luxury unknown in any age.
The most modest lady has now her chemise and drawers
trimmed with flounces of real lace alternating with
tucks, frills and insertion. A fashionable chemise looks
like a baby's christening robe.248

By 1880 chemises came in four basic types:

cut like a

princess dress; with three box pleats in front and a gored back; with
a front like a chemisette with much trimming; and made like a
cuirasse with one gore in the centre of the back.

These were often

gathered at the waist and frequently sleeveless.249
In the 188Os women's drawers became known as knickers.
These were worn by the general public and were huge. An 1869
pattern required two yards of 36" materiaJ.250

The basic design was

still for two almost separate sections (one for each leg) which were
joined just below the waistband.

These were occasionally cut to

overlap and the crotch seam was still open.

Drawers usually

fastened at the waistband with tapes crossing over and around the
waist.

Silk or flannel were the usual fabrics and sometimes

248Cunnington, p. 174
249Cunnington, p. 174.
250Holliday, p. 192.
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chamois.

Note is made that occasionally a lady would wear a flannel

pair under a fancier pair.

At this time drawers barely reached the

knee.251
In 1877 a whole new concept in underwear was introduced:
combinations.
garment.

These combined the chemise and drawers in one

These opened either down the back or front; some had

high necks and long sleeves.

Occasionally buttons were sewn around

the hips to fasten petticoats.

This helped reduce the bulk of

clothing which aided the fashion of bodices closely following the
figure to the bottom of the hips.

The usual fabrics were used.

While

very popular, combinations were not universally accepted.252 To
obtain a particularly sleek figure chamois combinations were worn
over other underclothing, not on any account next to the skin.253
While reduced in size the crinoline was not wholly discarded
for several years.

By the late 1860s the becoming flat fronted

backward-sweeping skirt without crinoline was fashionable.

Trains

developed in dresses but proved problematical so they were bunched
up, again revealing petticoats.

By 1869 the crinoline became a

crinolette, hooped only at the back with steel half hoops and
horsehair forming the bustle.

251 Cunnington, p. 176.
252Levitt, p. 35.
253Cunnington, p. 176.
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The bustle (or tournure) had reappeared in 1868 as a few
pieces of steel or whalebone inserted in the top of the petticoat
behind and pulled into half hoops by means of tapes attached to the
inner sides.

In the early 1870s the bustle extended downwards with

flounces of crinoline reaching to the sides over the hips.

In 1873 it

narrowed and lengthened, projecting backwards without adding
width.

By 1874 it was on its way out of fashion.254
In the 1860s factories began using steam driven sewing

machines to make corsets, making it possible for up to forty
whalebones to be stitched into casings to form complex patterns.
This close cording and boning added to the stiffness of corsets.255
In the 1870s machine embroidery allowed criss-cross stitching to
strengthen and embellish casings.
was aided by steam molding.

The strict shaping of the corset

The made-up corset with its busk and

boning was heavily starched and dried then stiffened by being placed
on a steam mold made in the desired shape.256
The corset was comparatively short till 1875 when the long
corset and tight lacing gave a fashionable slender figure.
time the swan-bill corset had a long front fastening busk

254Ewing, p. 78.
255Ewing, p. 78.
256Ewing, p. 76.
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terminating below in a powerful curved end257 making ever smaller
waists possible.
was an ideal.

In the late 1860s and later the 17 to 21 inch waist

Demand for whalebone increased as did elegance.

Corsets might be colored gold, cambridge blue, navy or amber as
well as white, black, and gray. The corset might be covered with
black satin and edged with a bertha of lace so that a camisole could
be omitted.

An overpetticoat might button onto the corset.

About

1871 women wore chemise and corset from shoulders to thighs.

The

bottom of thEl corset was hidden by wide drawers into which the
chemise was tucked.

Several petticoats were tied at the waist.

As

St. Laurent writes
The role of the corset was to restrict the bust and the
hips; the role of the skirt was to make the tangle of
petticoats, chemise, drawers, suspenders, garters,
stockings, boots and the hump of the bustle on the
buttocks, but as tightly as possible round the legs. The
skirt was so narrow and long that a woman's thighs were
riveted together when she walked. She could only move
from the knees down, an even then not very much.258

Extreme lacing was both defended and decried throughout this
period.

Recent research in measuring over 1000 women's waisted

257Cunnington, p. 179.
258St. Laurent, p. 134
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costumes from the Victorian period found that none had less than a

20" waist,259 larger than the ideal but still quite small.
By 1878 stocking suspenders were worn in England.

These

were originally attached to a separate harness and later to a belt
(both worn over the corset).

In 1882 stocking suspenders which

attached to the corset appeared.

These served the purpose not only

of holding up the stockings but of anchoring the corset so less lacing
was necessary.260

These were much preferred over garters by

active women for comfort and security.261
The ideal figure for about thirty years after 1873 was a welldeveloped bust, a tapering waist and large hips.262 As corsets
lengthened "to ensure becomingly flowing hips" they became shorter
above the waist.

An underbodice or camisole filled the gap but did

not contribute to shape.

Consequently remedies were offered.

Some

camisole-like garments had elaborate whalebone or wire spring
inserts.

Adjusted by tapes, these produced an "improved" bust of

selected dimension. 263

259Ewing, p. 80.
260Ewing, p. 84.
261 Levitt, p. 46.
262Ewing, p. 86.
263Ewing, p. 86.

Note the absence of cleavage--the bust was
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like a pillow.

These "bust bodices" were the forerunners of

brassieres.
Vests after 1875 were frequently made of washing silk in
various colors.

Everyday ones were of merino or flannel.

Camisoles,

often called a petticoat bodice, were more form fitting.264
In the late 1860s petticoat colors became less aggressive
with white becoming more popular again.

For winter, fancy alpaca,

linseys, cashmere or quilted silks were popular.

As changes in the

exterior silhouette occurred with the rise and fall of the bustle,
petticoats changed their shape as well.

By 1872 their decoration

was becoming more complex with embroidery or lace reaching above
the knees.

By 1876 the outer petticoat might be replaced with a

flounce on the inner side of the skirt so the legs were clearly
defined under the skirt.265

In 1877 the Princess petticoat which

combined the camisole or bodice with a petticoat into one garment
appeared. It buttoned down the back. When it was worn one
petticoat was omitted but a second skirt might be attached to the
bottom of the corset.

During the last quarter of the nineteenth

century a woman wore as many as eight petticoats in addition to a
chemise, corset, vest, stiffly starched drawers, and stockings.266

264Cunnington, p. 180.
265Cunnington, p. 176.
266Holliday, p. 151.
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While women's stockings never showed except by accident
during this period, they were brilliantly colored, and sometimes
even striped in the 1870s after being black or gray or white were
popular in the 1860s.

They were often embroidered in contrasting

colors and made of French lisles and service-weight silk though
women also wore cotton stockings or cream colored cashmere.267
Nightgowns became increasingly different from chemises,
using yokes, collars, and cuffs.

They were often tucked and trimmed

with lace or embroidery.268 The more elegant ones could be
suspiciously thin.

In the 1870s the ornamental mob cap was

introduced but it did not survive the decade.269

267Holliday, p. 225.
268Ewing, p. 87.
269Cunnington, p. 181.
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1883-1896

An economic depression in England and growing influences
from America and Germany helped create a sober attitude in Europe
with a growing appreciation for hygiene and a demand for sensible
underwear.
before.

Both sexes were enjoying outdoor sports as never

The invention of the bicycle turned women into bipeds again.

At last the bloomer outfit was accepted and worn without a skirt
though sometimes women wore combinations with a divided skirt
instead.270

The effect of this interest in activity was the

development of two wardrobes for men and women, one for town and
one for leisure, which also required two categories of underwear.
In the 1880s and 1890s the interest in health as it related to
clothing came into its own.

Gustav Jaeger was responsible for

instilling the idea that wool worn next to the skiri was necessary for
health, an idea which lasted until World War II.

He believed he cured

his own chronic ill health, excess weight, indigestion and various
other ills by wearing no fiber but wool.

The basic principle was that

only animal fibers prevented the retention of the
"noxious exhalations" of the body, retained the salutary

270Ewing, p. 103.
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emanations of the body which induce a sense of vigour
and sound health and ensured warmth and ventilation.271
Jaeger stipulated that clothing should be all-wool, closefitting, made in natural colored wools of white or brown, undyed and
unbleached.272

The original Jaeger undergarments were knitted in

stockinette, had long sleeves, high necks and were doubled fronted.
Combinations were the most common form and came in weights for
summer, winter and winter extra-thick.

Jaeger objected to

fashionable clothing on grounds that starched and closely woven
fabrics made of vegetable fiber were impermeable.

He objected to

corsets mainly on this ground though he also admitted they tended to
be laced too tightly.

Those who followed his tenets wore only wool

undergarments and outergarments.

Though a prudish dread of

arousing sexual interest was still a mark of gentility and niceminded girls were trained to be oblivious of a large part of their
bodies,
Some . . . would hail the advent of those inauspicious
garments as denoting an underground resistance
movement against male oppression; others would regard
this era of anti-erotic underclothes as evidence of sex
repression, or as an interlude between the erotic

271Quoted in Ewing, p. 96.
272Ewing, p. 97.
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exploitation of the 1870s and the still more erotic
Edwardian period.273

In late 1887 Aertex, a cotton fabric, was introduced as a
health fabric.

Wool was touted as a healthful fiber because its

fluffiness was porous and insulating but under the rigors of washing
it felted.

Cotton would retain its absorbancy and the cellular or

waffle weave provided aerating qualities.274

Aertex was introduced

for men's clothing but by 1891 it was used for women's as well.
Aertex combinations and vests were utilitarian but were trimmed
with brodierie anglaise.275
Another material Viyella was introduced in 1891.
blend of wool and cotton and was claimed not to shrink.

This was a
Again

originally used for men's shirts and nightshirts, it was quickly
adopted for women and children.276
Despite the depression and consequent levelling of society, the
exact size and shape of men's shirt collars grew in importance as a
sign of status.

The day shirt for formal wear remained white and

starched with rectangular cuffs.

273Cunnington, p. 186.
274Ewing, p. 101.
275Ewing, p. 102.
276Ewing, p. 103.

Side slits had a small gusset
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inserted by 1890 and the shirt tail was almost always curved.

In

summer the waistcoat exposed one or two studs and was worn with
a butterfly collar.

The winter shirt was seen only as a small V

opening and unpright collar.

The height of the collar increased until

1894 when 3" became standard.

The choice of shirt, collar and tie

was a most important decision.

One wore a larger tie for afternoon

than for morning.

The bow tie was reserved for summer wear though

the scarf tie was always safe, especially if it were striped.

By

1894 there was a relative relaxation in these rules with the rise of

the cravat again but the fashionable still had to wear collar and
cuffs attached to the shirt.277
Detachable collars and cuffs including reversable cuffs were
creeping in.

Even worse was a "cuff protector" which slipped over

the cuff for office work as well. These plus false shirt fronts or
dickeys were definite signs of the lower classes.

Colored and

striped shirts introduced from America were accepted only
gradually and they had to retain stiff white collar and cuffs.278
During the hot summer of 1893 the use of the cumberbund in
lieu of a waistcoat created "an amazing display of shirt front."
Some City gentlemen dispensed with braces and wore a sash or belt
and a maybe a soft striped shirt with a white silk tie.

277Cunnington, p. 167.
278Cunnington, p. 188.
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were low-cut flowered waistcoats displaying a great deal of shirt
front.279
Evening shirts usually had one stud.
until pleats were revived about 1889.
buttoned all the way down the front.

The front remained plain

In 1896 some dress shirts
A tab at the base of the shirt

front to button the shirt onto the drawers was becoming usuaJ.280
At the time the typical working man wore a white flannel
sleeveless vest, a flannel body belt tied round with tapes, a flannel
shirt with sleeves to the elbows, a top shirt of fine striped flannel
and in winter a waistcoat lined with red flannel, and colored shirts
and drawers for work days, white ones for Sunday. The drawers also
called linings were of flannel or calico with a wide waistband and
tied round the ankles with tapes.

Garters of knitted material wound

around the top of the stockings which reached nearly to the knee.281
The vest or undershirt in 1894 was usually made of merino or
silk.

Sometimes a flannel vest lined with chamois was worn over

the undervest.282
Men's drawers of wool or lamb's wool developed loops of tape
on the outside of the waistband through which the tongues of the

279Cunnington, p. 188.
280Cunnington, p. 189.
281 Cunnington, p. 194.
2B2Cunnington, p. 191.
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braces passed.

Shorter drawers were worn for bicycling.

For those

so inclined, drawers were available in flesh, heliotrope, lavender,
light blue and other delicate shades.283
In England braces came in several styles though some
Americans, Frenchmen, and Germans were no longer wearing them.
Men's corsets were still available but not generally worn.
By the 1890s pyjamas were steadily replacing nightshirts for
men's nightwear.
Some of the men's accessories introduced during this period
were flannel and chamois chest protectors, sock suspenders, and tie
clip for holding the tie round the collar.284
With the turn of the century pedestrian underwear became
lingerie made of silk and satin, lace and ribbon.
declasse.

Longcloth was now

Women's chemises were much as in earlier times until the

Empire chemise with a high waist and puffed shoulder sleeves was
introduced.

The chemise was frequently replaced with

combinations.285
Combinations were originally made of wool but later were
made of silk, nainsook or surah trimmed with lace insertions, and
the neck drawn in with baby ribbons.

283Cunnington, p. 191.
284Cunnington, p. 192.
285Cunnington, p. 195.
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wearing combinations, just a short petticoat buttoned round the
corset and worn under a flannel petticoat.

For sport, combinations

were a perfect substitute for some petticoats.

These flannel

combinations going from neck to thigh with long sleeves were worn
with flannel drawers and a lightcolored petticoat as the only
underwear necessary.

By the 1890s the underwear of the

fashionable was more attrarctive.
Women's drawers were worn over the combinations.

They were

frilled at the knee and sometimes extremely wide at that point.
Some were made of silk lined with flannel.

The knickerbocker form

was made with a buttoned flap at the back, replacing the older open
pattern.286
From 1883 petticoats projected in sympathy to the bustle
which was then reintroduced.

Two petticoats were generally worn

unless only one was worn with combinations.

In winter the

petticoats were usually of colored flannel or of quilted satin.

By the

1890s pettiocats were frequently made of colored shot silk, some
with accordian pleats or scalloped edges with lace.

In 1894 white

was again the most fashionable color and the petticoat had
incredible rows of tucks, lace insertions, frillings and puffings.
Those of moreen were guaranteed to rustle intriguingly.287

286Cunnington, p. 196.
287Cunnington, p. 196.
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The bustle which was readopted was more exaggerated than
ever.

Separate from the petticoat, this large back projection was

supported by back flounces on the petticoat.

The larger basket of

whalebone, cane or steel was attached to the waist between the
petticoat and the dress.

Combined with a very tight, smooth front

this bustle produced a shape almost at right angles from the body so
that it was popularly declared that a tea tray could rest on it
comfortably.288
Corsets were long waisted through the' 1880s and were often
made of elegant materials like silk, satin, and brocade and in many
colors.

By 1890 the corset was always worn over the petticoat and

elaborately decorated with lace frills and rosettes in color.

During

the 1890s corsets became somewhat shorter and extreme lacing
continued.

It was a girl's ambition that at marriage her waist

measurement not be larger than her age (naturally marrying before
21). Huge sleeves and padding worn at the hips and sides of the bust
helped to create the illusion of a tiny waist.289
In 1884 "sanitary woollen spring corsets" were introduced.
The watch spring steel boning could be removed from these so the

2aacunnington, p. 197.
289Cunnington, p. 198.
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corset could be washed.

It was made of undyed sheep's wool in

white, gray and camel hair.290
The vest was usually made of merino though silk was favored
by some.

Colors were becoming more popular.291

The bust bodice was now common.

Made to support the breasts

and worn above the corset it had side bones and laced front and back.
Bust improvers were also common.
cup-shaped wire structures.

In 1887 they were in the form of

In the early 1890s appliances of

flexible celluloid were advertised.

A similar type was made from a

shaped piece of material with circular pockets for inserting
different size pads.292
At this time the camisole was high and close fitting for day
wear with a low V neck opening for evening.
have lace edging.
fastenings,

It might be plain or

In 1891 it was sometimes made without

overlapping at the front.293

Nightgowns increased in decoration through the period as silk
became a popular fabric.

The combination nightgown requiring four

and a half yards of fabric had frills at the knees and wrists and
buttoned down the front.

In the 1890s Empire gowns were popular,

290Ewing, p. 98.
291 Cunnington, p. 198.
292Cunnington, p. 198.
293Cunnington, p. 199.
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with lace yokes, full bishop sleeves ending in ruffles, and capelike
collars .294

294Cunnington, p. 199.
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1897-1908

During the Edwardian era people dressed more alike than they
had ever before in recorded history.
classes were no longer possible.

Different clothes for the upper

The fact that the boiled shirt had

earned its contemp-tuous title was itself significant of its decline
from power.

The upper classes could not even reserve to themselves

fine underwear though at least one writer believed that beautiful
underwear reflected the outer person.

The female ideal was that of

the mature woman with all her curves and "... Edwardian
underclothes developed a degree of eroticism never previously
attempted."295

Fine silks and light, airy lace had taken over from

the Victorian linens, lawns and cottons with the idea that "we must
all frou-frou till we can't frou-frou any more."296

While the lower

classes still wore longcloth their wish for dainty underwear was
frequently actuated by a desire for cleanliness.
Men's shirts varied according to occasion.

For morning or

business it was alright to wear a colored shirt and cuffs to match
with a white collar and a fancy silk tie.

For a wedding only a white

shirt and high white collar with a black satin or light colored tie or
295Cunnington, p. 201.
296Cunnington, p. 201.
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scarf was acceptable.

For church or Sunday he wore a white shirt,

collar and cuffs, and a fancy silk ascot or scarf.

For evening only a

white shirt, high collar, broad-end white tie, mother-of-pearl studs
and links was worn.

By the end of the period the dress collar was no

higher than 2" and was being rivaled by the winged collar.

For sports

a man wore a regatta or Oxford stripe or fancy flannel shirt with a
double collar or linen standup collar.

The polo or double collar was

2" to 3" high.297
The undervest was of natural colored wool or in summer of
spun silk or cellular cotton though at least one publication stated in

1906 that "the vast majority of gentlemen dispense with underwear
altogether during the summer months."298 We might take this to
mean he dispensed with everything but his shirt, drawers, and
stockings.
The gentleman's drawers and pants were made of similar
materials to the undervest.

Pants in this sense meant anklelength or

midcalf drawers while drawers referred to a garment that went to
just below the knee or above it.

These were later called trunks.299

297Cunnington, p. 204
29BQuoted in Cunnington, p. 206.
299Cunnington, p. 206.
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Men's combinations had not become obsolete but were worn by
extremely conservative men.

Even in 1898 it was noticed that "year

after year they are exactly the same."300
In 1900 men's hosiery was dyed in solid colors, usually black,
navy or cordovan.

Differences in price from pair to pair were oue to

variations in the needle gauge used and the coarseness or fineness of
the cotton yarn used.301

Previous to 1907 men's socks did not fit

well but improvements in machinery improved the fit.

Greater

demand led to the making of fancy socks in loads of patterns and
designs--argyles, English ribs, cable stitches as well as other
stripes and plaids.

All these were half hose with ribbed tops held up

by stocking garters.302
By the turn of the century pyjamas were generally accepted for
men's nightwear in the place of the nightshirt.303
Women's chemises for day were of fine linen, batiste or lawn
and were often preferred over combinations though combinations
made a comeback a little later.

Cut empire style, the chemise

sloped at the waist and was lushly decorated.304

soocunnington, p. 208.
301 Grass, p. 233.
302Grass, p. 234.
303Cunnington, p. 208.
304Cunnington, p. 209
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Combinations were made of wool or silk and wool or nainsook
with valenciennes lace.
in the United States.

In 1907 pink cotton crepe lingerie appeared

While light and lush, combinations and

knickers still had open crotches.305

By 1908 in the upper classes

combinations were being replaced by skirt-knickers.

The chemise

was being replaced by a cami-skirt worn over the corset with the
skirt portion divided in two.

The chemise and combinations were

still worn by the middle and lower classes.306
While there were corsets designed not to harm health but to
aid it by reinforcing the natural pull of the muscles between the
waist and hips, the craze for small waists meant that the new
corsets were laced as tightly as possible resulting in an S curve, the
popular Gibson girl figure.307

The corset of 1900 made women have

a large posterior, crushed their stomachs almost vertically and
threw the bust out as far as it would go.308
figure in fashion.

This created the lush

For the last time the mature, voluptuous figure

with ample curves at the bosom and hips was to be fashionable.
The bosom became more important than the hips.

Because the

new style of corset was not high enough in front to support or push

305Ewing, p. 111.
306Cunnington, p. 209.
307Ewing, p. 110.
308St. Laurent, p. 141.
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up the bust, it was left unsupported.

Consequently there was an

increase in styles of bust bodices and bust improvers--everything
from pads inside of camisoles to stiffly starched tiers of frills in
front.

Edwardian bosoms were worn low and overhung the waist

with no hint of uplift or cleavage.
The Bust remained upholstered, with padding and boning
built into bust bodices, bust pads added and breastplates of stiffly starched cotton or lace frlls pinned on
to their fronts by flat-chested fashionable women.309

In 1907 Paul Poiret decreed the end of the S-shape, declaring
an end of the corset and the adoption of the brassiere though women
actually continued wearing corsets for some time.31 o St. Laurent
says the brassiere was invented in 1912 but not worn consistently.
It was originally worn over the chemise as was the corset.
Eventually women dropped the corset and wore the brassiere and
suspender belt next to the skin.311
Camisoles were now corset covers and made of thin silk cut en
princesse and sleeveless.
Drawers were still frilly.

Being made of flannel or alpaca

with detachable nainsook linings was an economy but not

309 Ewing, p. 114.
310Ewing, p. 113.
311St. Laurent, p. 151.
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particularly dainty.

With empire dresses, directoire knickers or

satin pantelettes were worn.312
Petticoats at the turn of the century were always flimsy and
usually no more than two were worn. The top one was called an
underskirt.

It was cut close to the figure to the knees then flared,

fluffy and frilly.

By 1908 with the return of Empire styles

petticoats becamse less elaborate.
maillots.

Some were replaced with

Under the semitransparent summer dresses often just

knickers with no petticoats were worn.

Petticoats were made of

cambric, lawn, batiste, glace silk, moirette, any fabric which was
flimsy and flounceable.313
Women's nightgowns were even more elaborately trimmed and
flimsy.

Pyjamas were permissable but not popular.

These were not

covered with frou-frou and wearing them might cause one to be
considered to be a suffragette.314
The first net stockings appeared in New York in 1900.

About

the same time lace clocks on stocking insteps moved to the sides.
These clocks were
Baskets of flowers, rosettes and other patterns in
variagated colors which had survived from the seventies

312Cunnington, p. 215.
313Cunnington, p. 212.
314Cunnington, p. 217.
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. . . . partiality for fancifully colored legs waned when
[the lady's] skirts began to shorten.315

In 1900 baggy hose were not a problem because they were not seen.
In 1902 Vogue described "silk hose ... which had reached the limit
of perfection.

Every detail of fit and finish have been studied to

obtain the greatest degree of comfort, and elegance of
appearance. "316 These were ornamented by hand, made of 12 or 14thread heavy ingrain silk with 12" to 16" cotton tops.

As women

became more emancipated and skirts rose, so did the demand for
pretty, sheer, well fitting hose.
Thick lisle stockings worn by the majority of women were
discarded in favor of silk ones.

As full-fashioned silk stockings

gained acceptance, experiments were done to make cotton prettier.
It was heavily mercerized and run through rollers to flatten the
thread.

It was then mixed with paraffin to add luster.317

315Holliday, p. 258.
316Grass, p. 254.
317Grass, p. 254.
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1909-1918

Practicality was the main attribute of underwear in the 191 Os.
People were wearing fewer layers of clothing which permitted freer
movment.

Men's underwear particular became more rational and

therefore less interesting.

The prospect of war in Europe reduced

the amount of underwear and simplified what remained, making it
more practical.

The introduction of crepe de chine silk for

underwear was gladly embraced since silk was obviously
comfortable, easily washed and even inexpensive.
conformed to the figure.318

It wore well and

The development of viscose and acetate

yarns permitted knitting in the gray and piece-dying later, resulting
in a much wider variety of colors possible.

Perfection of resist-

dyed yarns permitted cross dyeing of several yarns producing ever
more variety.319
In the 191 Os the long fronted white or printed shirt became
obsolete.

Shirts were softer, frequently with pleats on the front,

solid color shirts having white double collars.

Men appeared playing

golf in shirt sleeves but that was considered to be against etiquette,

31 BHolliday, p. 253.
319Grass, p. 238.
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proving that the shirt was still essentially an undergarment.

In

dress shirts, pleats and wing collars were revived.320
Vests had either long or short sleeves and were made of
unbleached cotton, white gauze or net though for winter they might
be of merino, llama or flanneJ.321
Drawers and pants were made of the same fabrics as vests.
Advertisements for trunks (short drawers) appeared.322
Combinations were still worn by many.
Men's nightshirts were made of longcloth, white or colored silk
or flannel.

Pyjamas were of flannel, viyella, or silk.

Wool became

much more expensive with the onset of the war and was used
less.323
Before 1907 men's hosiery of rayon (called wood-fiber silk)
was neither soft nor strong.

During the teens the softness and

dyeing qualities as well as tensile strength improved so that rayon
became the first of the man-made yarns to compete with cotton and
wool for making hosiery.324

320Cunnington, p. 221.
321 Cunnington, p. 222.
322Cunnington, p. 222.
323Cunnington, p. 224.
324Grass, p. 238.
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Those women who continued to wear chemises choose an
empire style, often square-cut at the neck with narrow shoulder
straps.

Nainsook was a popular fabric.325

chemise became a second underskirt.

During World War I the

Women quit wearing a frilly

bodice or corset cover and shortened their drawers.

Drawers had

been designed to cover the corset from waist to midthigh and looked
like a sack. When the corset was no longer there, half as much
fabric was needed.

Heavy lace trim was discarded and drawers were

made of lighter, thinner fabric like lawn and crepe and tended to
become more transparent.326
In 1917 the world discovered chemi-knickers a "new underslip,
worn over the corset, helping to reduce the number of
undergarments." There was a button and loop at the hem to make a
divided skirt.327

Knickers were made in two basic types:

cut with wide frilled legs and close fitting drawers.

the trench

These were

sometimes woven and sometimes made of stockingette and some had
elastic at the waist and knee though many still had drawstrings.
There were both open and closed styles.
buttons.328

325Cunnington, p. 224.
326St. Laurent, p. 151.
327Cunnington, p. 229.
'

328Holliday, p. 232.

Side plackets closed with
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Though the chemise and skirt knickers frequently replaced
them, combinations were still worn by some.
Corsets in 1908 were still stiffened by whalebone but when
stainless steel was invented in 1912 it was quickly adopted.

This

clock-spring steel was covered with hard rubber or celluloid and its
use severely hurt the whalebone industry.

Corsets in generally were

straight fronted, steadily shortening above the waist and
lengthening below it.329

In 1914 a dancing corset was introduced

covering only waist to groin.

It was narrow, almost boneless and

had sections of criss-cross ribbon.330
By 1915 many women stopped wearing corsets altogether.
Holiday and sports clothes had made inroads into its wear but as
women went out to do war work they left their worst corsets
behind.

The sacrifice by American women of their says freed

28,000 tons of steel, enough for two battle-ships.331
By 1916 the brassiere was commonly called by its name and
replaced the camisole.

Mary Phelps Jacob was one of those who

claimed to have invented the brassiere.

Her design was soft, short

and designed to give a clear natural separation of the breasts. Much
I

329Cunnington, p. 227.
330Ewing, p. 120.
331 Holliday, p. 265.
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like the modern brassiere, it was free of bones and left the midriff
free.332

Softer dress line required softer underwear.

At the beginning of this period the princess petticoat or slip
was the most popular style.

It became narrower or wider as outer

wear changed. 1915-16 it was yoked and fitted at the waist, wide at
the hem and much flounced and frilled.

Washing silk and taffeta

were popular fabrics and comment was made on its thinness.

From

1917-18 petticoats were more sober.
In the prewar years women's nightdress was usually empire
cut with lace and insertions or had a yoke with a square or round
neck.

Pyjamas made of zepher or silk were becoming more

popular.333
By World War I the demand for full-fashioned hose was huge.
By 1918 skirts were ankle length or higher.

Black was a favorite

color for hose with gun-metal or brown next in popularity.334 The
result was the development of a 39 gauge machine which made
stockings with a 14" silk book and 16" top of cotton.335

332Ewing, p. 115.
333Cunnington, p. 231.
334Holliday, p. 259.
335Grass, p. 257.
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CONCLUSION
Clothes (and particularly underclothes) impose on those
who wear them a certain pattern of relationships with
other people as well as with the environment. Of course
they change, because change is their essence, due to an
external dissatisfaction, an ever-present need for
variety, but they also change the moment they no longer
fit into the world either ethically or practically.336

By the end of World War I people were wearing underwear
which would be somewhat familiar to people living today.

One may

easily see what our immediate forebears wore by simply glancing
through popular magazines and catalogues of the day. The
information explosion of the twentieth century makes easily
available many illustrations of undergarments since 1920.
Though women's silhouettes particularly were to change
drastically during the 1920s requiring undergarments which were
much briefer than previously and which flattened the figure,

they

returned to softer, rounder forms in the 1930s.
One of the most important changes in underwear in the
twentieth century came in the form of new fibers.

Nylon was

introduced at the New York World's Fair in 1938 and became on
instant favorite for all pieces of underwear, especially hosiery.
The second major new fiber appeared as a result of scientists'

336St. Laurent, p. 52.
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search for a substitute for rubber.

Spandex or Lycra (two brand

names) which is about three times as powerful as rubber but weighs
much less337 was introduced in the early 1960s.

The development

of this fibre allowed what some advertisements called "four-way"
stretch, meaning it stretched sideways as well as lengthwise.

Its

strength and stability made possible women's foundation garments
of unprecedented comfort considering the amount of figure control
of which it was capable.

As interest in health arid physical fitness

became more important in the western world in the, 1970s and
1980s, reshaping and building up of muscles took the place of
supportative undergarments for many women and men.

Underwear

like other garments became a status symbol by virtue of the
designer label seen only in locker rooms and served mainly comfort
and modesty purposes.

So little is sometimes worn that support is

not only negligible by impossible.
Men's undergarments during this period mainly became briefer.
The tee shirt developed out of the undervest and in midcentury was
acceptable as casual outer dress.

By the 1960s the tee shirt had

become not only an outer garment in its own right but a billboard for
expressing one's travels, tastes and political leanings for both men
and women.
While the history of underwear follows that of outwear,
changes in clothing can never be fully explained logically.

337Ewing, p. 166.
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styles and materials of underwear, less open to social stricture than
outer clothes, can never be justified as functional.

They are

elements of civilization as unforeseeable as painting or p,oetry."338
While the changes in underwear coming in the future are unknowable,
perhaps this paper will help in a practical way to show the theatre
costumer, director and actor why fashion has been shaped as it has
in various periods, how this knowledge can be used effectively on
the stage, and give them some historical perspective on today.

33BSt. Laurent, p. 64.
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BRIEF GLOSSARY OF FABRIC TERMS

angola:

a corruption of angora

aniline dyes: originally obtained by distilling indigo with caustic
potash, subsequently from other sources, notably coal-tar.
calico: originally all cotton cloth imported from the east;
coarser than muslin.
cambric:

fine white linen (or imitation of hand spun cotton)

camlet:

to mark or varigate as in watered camlet.

celluloid: a plastic composed of nitrocellulose and camphor, used
as a substitute for ivory, bone, and coral.
chamois: a capriform antelope; the only wild antelope found in
Europe in the highest parts of the Alps, Pyranees, Taurus
and other mountains.
coutel:

a short knife or dagger.

cuirasse:
foulard:

a piece of armor for the torso, orginally of leather.
thin flexible material of silk or silk and cotton.

furbelow: piece of stuff pleated and puckered on a gown or
petticoat. Term often used contemptously for showy
ornaments or trims.
goffering: made wavy by means of heated irons; fluting or
crimping on the edge of lace, a frill or any trim.
gutta-percha: inspissated juice of various trees found mainly in
Malay. Similar to India rubber, used as waterproof covering.
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hessian: strong, coarse cloth of hemp & jute used for packing of
bales.
kilted:

tucked up, especially with vertical pleats.

kilting:

girding or tucking up or plaiting like a kilt.

lawn:

a kind of fine linen resembling cambric.

lisle:

light, fine transparent white thread for lace making.

lockram:

a coarse linen.

longcloth: kind of cotton or calico made in long pieces, especially
in India.
moirette:

fabric of imitation moire.

moreen: strout woollen or woolen and cotton, either plain or
watered; used for curtains, etc.
nainsook:

cotton fabric; a kind of muslin.

pique:

stiff cotton woven with strongly ribbed or raised pattern.

serge:

durable twill woollen cloth.

solferino:
torchon:

bright crimson dye color.
coarse bobbin lace of loose texture.

vandyked edges: deep cut points.
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